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r KLL MARIO KART 64 PLAYER’S GUIDE
WHEN YOU SUBSCRIBE! (OR YOU CAN CHOOSE A
D KC 3 or Super Mario 64 player’s guide.)



Nintendo Power Magazine gives you all the inside information, tips,
TRICKS THAT WILL SHOW YOU HOW TO DRIVE YOUR COMPETITION CRAZY!

IN FACT, EVERY ISSUE IS A CRASH CDURSE IN WINNING. LEARN HOW TO GET MORE
HORSEPOWER OUT OF ALL YOUR NINTENDO GAMES AND SYSTEMS. SUBSCRIBE NOW!

CALL 1 -800-255-3700 TO SUBSCRIBE FOR JUST $19.95* A YEAR AND
GET A FREE MARIO KART 64 Player’s Guide.

* Canadian residents pay $27.95



Someone once said that no

one can hear you scream in

outer space, it's a good

thing, too—part two of our

Doom 64 strategies threatens

the Space Marines with

enough horrors to make a

galaxy's ears ring. Fall far-

ther into the burning ring of

fire this month with the

arsenal of maps and tactics

you've been screaming for.
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Popular PC and Super NES games are getting souped-up into N64

versions. What old favorites would you like to see transformed

into N64 games? Drop us a line and tell us. Who knows? Maybe a

game developer will take your advice!

The Big 100

1 have decided to share my
ideas for your 1 00th vol-

ume. I think you should fea-

ture the greatest video

games on all of the

Nintendo systems. You

should also include a test on

knowledge of games, both

recent and ancient. Volume

100 should include nothing

but info on older games,

with a section featuring the

greatest video game chal-

lenges of all time. You

should also include the

greatest passwords of all

time. It would be neat to

bring back some of the

greatest challenges to see if

current gamers can beat the

older scores. I think most of

have a mag-

azine. Give the magazine

back to subscribers with the

100th volume.

Ryan Schaller

Oklahoma City, OK

100 Ideas

I would like to know what

you are going to do for

issue 100 of Nintendo

Power. I know it is a little

early, but I think you should

be planning on a huge 600-

page issue with tons of

game reviews, previews,

contests, codes, and stuff. I

dare you to publish this, but

I doubt you will, because

you won't want a bunch of

people to agree with me
and bug you about it, too.

losh Babich

Via the Internet

On the contrary, Josh.

We're encouraging people

to "bug" us about Volume

100! It's your magazine, so

let us know what special

stories, posters, comics, and

other goodies you'd like us

to feature in the 1 00th

issue. Send us your

and maybe we'll

Be P.C. about the PC

You did it again! In Volume

93 in the Doom 64 Pak

Watch review, you bash the

PC. In the review it said,

"Fans of the PC Doom,

Doom II, and Quake games

will be stunned to see a

video game that runs circles

around what their beloved

platforms can produce on the

screen." In a computer maga-

zine I subscribe to, it doesn't

try to trash Nintendo or its

products just because Super

Mario 64 is outselling com-

puter games. Next time, try

not to say anything bad

about the computer, or you'll

be hearing from me again!

Lenton Parks

Mosheim, TN
We're grateful for all the

innovations the PC has con-

tributed to gaming, and we
would never bash the PC.

We were simply comparing

the two versions of Doom,

and by comparison, Doom
64 does run circles around

its PC counterpart.

Fish Story

I would like to ask you if

you make up the letters that

go in Player's Pulse. I read

this section, and the letters

sound a little fishy.

Geoff Waag
Via the Internet

We didn't make up your let-

ter, did we?

Yo, Adrian!

I'm disgusted with Adrian

Laney's letter in Volume 93.

Some kids can’t get jobs,

and their parents can't

afford to buy an N64 for

them. He says that once

someone gets an N64, all

they would do is ask you to

feature more N64 coverage,

but he would want the

same if he got an N64. If

all he had was a Super

NES, he would be writing

for that same thing he hates

to hear readers ask for. I

see his point, but 1 think

you should give equal cov-

erage for all systems. I

wouldn't mind more N64
coverage later this year,

when the vast majority

of NP subscribers will have

an N64.
Ryan Van Maanen

Hull, IA

Get the Balance Right

Let me read to you what

was on the cover of your

93rd issue: Mario Kart 64,

GoldenEye 007, Turok:

Dinosaur Hunter, Shadows

of the Empire, and Game
Boy Hits 'n Tips. Except for

Game Boy, EVERYTHING

was for the N64. Your mag-

azine is no fun to read

when it gives help only on

something you don't have. I

have been a loyal sub-

scriber since the first issues,

but I'm sure as heck not

going to hang around for

your 1 00th issue if you

keep it going the way you

have been. Player's Pulse

has been asking for a new

topic of controversy. ..HERE

IT IS!!!

Geoffrey Pitsch

Great Falls, VA

We strive to feature games

we haven't yet covered and

right now, most of them are

for the N64. By no means

do we want to alienate fans

0 imtmopovm
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Boy, and in this issue, we're

featuring a Game Boy arti-

cle on the 4-in- 1 Game
Paks, Casino FunPak, and
Solitaire FunPak, plus Super

NES articles on Lost Vikings

II and DKC 3. As for the

cover, we feature what will

grab most people's atten-

tion. Coming next month-

Mario clone with three

arms prove Mario was

altered at birth!

Where’s Junior?

What happened to Ken

Griffey, Jr. for Nintendo 64?

It had a release dale of

Spring '97 in Pak

Watch, but then it was
taken off the list! It was my
most anticipated game for

the N64!

Paul Bloodgood

Bellevue, WA
Fear not, baseball fan.

Major League Baseball

featuring Ken Griffey Jr.

is still in the works and is

scheduled for release

sometime late this summer.

Nintendo Tales

I think you should have a

short story section. It would
be a good idea to have

short stories written by the

fans of the magazine. It

would have them star

famous characters such as

Mario and his friends, Link,

Mega Man, and others. It

would be cool to have

something like that.

Eric MacGeorge
Waukesha, Wl

Overwhelming Colorfest

Why would you make so

many different Game Boys? I

mean, until one breaks, you

only need one. You've already

made colored and sleek silver

Game Boys, and they sold

really well. But now you're

making neon-colored Game
Boys? Whos's gonna buy

them all? What's the deal?

Guy Vizard

via the Internet

Here's the deal, Guy: we want

to offer you variety, so you can

have a Game Boy in the color

of your choice. Why do you
think identical models ofcars

are made in different colors?

Write On!

Since many of your readers are

kids, I'm sure

they would love to write to

kids their own age, instead of

an adult. They could review

games and express their

thoughts on new games and

systems. If you could make this

an article and me head writer,

that would be great

Rhonda Bowlin • Dalzell, South Carolina
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This month’s biggest mover is Turok: Dinosaur Hunter for the N64. Turok clawed

his way to reach his highest position in the Power Charts so far. On the Most
Wanted front. Blast Corps and Doom 64 stormed onto the scene, and they're set to

crash into the N64 Charts next month in their explosive debuts.

Mario Kart keeps the checkered flag

for its second month in a row, while

Super Mario 64 and Dash Rendar eat

its dust. Meanwhile, Turok takes
four mammoth steps up to claim

fourth place.

1 MARIO KART 64 NINTENDO 1 5
2 SUPER MARIO 64

STAR WARS:

NINTENDO 2 8

3 SHADOWS OF THE EMPIRE NINTENDO 3 8

4 TUROK: DINOSAUR HUNTER ACCLAIM 8 8

5 WAVE RACE 64 NINTENDO 4 8

6 CRUIS'NUSA NINTENDO 5 5

7 WAYNE GRETZKY'S
3-D HOCKEY

MIDWAY 7 8

8 PILOTWINGS 64 NINTENDO 9 8

9 KILLER INSTINCT GOLD NINTENDO 6 6

10 MORTAL KOMBAT TRILOGY MIDWAY 10 4

NINTENDO

NINTENDO

NINTENDO

NINTENDO

SQUARE

NINTENDO

SQUARE

NINTENDO

NINTENDO

NINTENDO

1 DONKEY KONG COUNTRY 3:
DIXIE KONG'S DOUBLE TROUBLE

2 THE LEGEND OF ZELDA:
A LINK TO THE PAST

3 SUPER MARIO RPG
4 SUPER MARIO KART

5 CHRONO TRIGGER

6 DONKEY KONG COUNTRY 2:
BIDDY'S KONG QUEST

7 FINAL FANTASY III

8 SUPER MARIO WORLD 2:
YOSHI'S ISLAND

9 TETRIS ATTACK

10 DONKEY KONG COUNTRY

DKC 3 tops the Power Charts, but did

Dixie Kong's Double Trouble do double

duty to top the charts for the best of

1996? Flip to page 88 for the results of

the 1996 Nintendo Power Awards to

find out. You might be surprised!

It looks like this month's Game Boy

Power Chart is taking a snooze! Link's

Awakening continues its long hiberna-

tion in the number one spot, but Diddy

and Samus refuse to sleep until they

reach the top.

MOST WANTED

1. 64 DD (N64)

2. LEGEND OF ZELDA 64 (N64)

3. MARIO KART 64 (N64)

4. NINTENDO 64

5. SUPER MARIO 64 (N64)

6. GAME BOY POCKET

7. STAR WARS: SHADOWS OF

THE EMPIRE (N64)

8. DOOM 64 (N64)

9. YOSHI'S ISLAND 64 (N64)

10. BLAST CORPS (N64)

NINTENDO POWER J



LETTERS, continued...

Cool Runnings
n Baldwin, Volume 92 Grand Prize Winner, won

[he chance lo experience some DKC 3 in real life from
the front seat of a bobsled speeding down the Olympic

Run in Lake Placid,

f Sto New York. The Vista,

Wm California native must

ol have brought his

town's sunny weather

to the Olympic Sports

Complex, because

record temperatures

had the bobsled run

closed. Instead, Colin

strapped on a sled and
rode the Luge Rocket
ride down the luge

run, which was
opened specially for

him. Colin's flurry of

winter fun also

included

snowboarding,

sightseeing

atop the 1 20-

meter ski jump,

and inner-tub-

ing down the

Eric Nielsen

McFarland, Wl
Although, you're making the

writers here very nervous,

we're going to give your
great idea a try. Any budding
writers and critics out there,

send us your game review

along with an illustration,

rating of the game, or a pic-

ture of yourself. Please try to

keep your essays under 700
words. We'll feature the best

ones in a special section in

Player's Pulse.

Retire Retirement

I do not think you should

retire games from the Power
Charts after a certain period

of lime. The purpose of the

Charts is to show the best

games. If you retire games,

the best games would even-

tually not be listed.

Theresa Rucando

Via the Internet

Poetry in Motion

Upon playing games and
seeing what's in store,

I've seen Yoshis and
Goombas and Koopas
galore. All this and much,
much more, Plumbers and
Triforces and Arwings to

boot. This little cache of

gaming loot. Was created by
greatness of the highest

degree, It makes you just

want to shout, "Yippee!" As
for this poem, if you must
know, Is dedicated to Ihe

great, one and only,

Shigeru Miyamoto.

Sharleen Hii

Via the Internet

What a great poem for

Nintendo, it rhymes quite

nicely like you intendo...uh,

maybe we'll leave the poetry

to you, Sharleen.

Oops!

In Volume 94, we featured a

reader's Street Fighter Alpha 2

envelope art, but we didn't

know who the artist was.

Fortunately, he's been discov-

ered-the artist is Sean Fowlow
ofSt. lohn's, New Foundland.

To give credit where credit is

due, we're giving readers

another look at his artwork.

WRITE AWAY RIGHT AWAY!
This month we announce the winners of the 1996 Nintendo

Power Awards. Did your favorites get shut out of winning?
Write to us and defend their honor! Send your letters and
comments to us at:

NINTENDO POWER PLAYER’S PULSE
P.0. BOX 97033

REDMOND, WA 98073-9733

E-mail: noapulse@nintendo.com

PHONE DIRECTORY

1 -800-255-3700
(1-800-422-4281 TDD)

6 a.m-9 p.m. Pacific time,

Monday-Saturday
6 a.m.-7 p.m. Sunday

French- and Spanish-speaking
representatives are available.

TALK TO
A GAME

COUNSELOR
1-900 -288-0707

U.S. $1.50 per minute

1 -900 -451-4400
Canada S2.00 per minute

(1-206-883-9714 TDD)
6 a.m.-9 p.m. Pacific time,

Monday-Saturday
6 a.m.-7 p.m. Sunday

Callers under age 18 need to obtain
parental permission to call.

1 -206 -885-7529
Prerecorded Game Tips
and Future Product

Information
News about recent releases and upcoming
games for all Nintendo systems.
Call for help on Super Mario 64, Blast

Corps, Turok: Dinosaur Hunter, Doom 64,

Killer Instinct Gold, Star Wars: Shadows ol

the Empire, PilotWings 64 and Mortal
Kombat Trilogy for the Nintendo 64. There's

also help for any Super Mario game ter the

Super NES and NES, Donkey Kong land lot

the Game Boy, and Zelda game. Donkey
Kong Country 1. 2, and 3, EarthBound.

Illusion of Gaia, Lufia II. Super Metroid.
Secret of Evermore. Chrono Trigger. Final

Fantasy III, Super Mario RPG, Breath el

Fire I and II, Killer Instinct, Street Fighter

Alpha 2, Mortal Kombat II, Mortal Kombat 3

and Ultimate Kombat 3. This call may
be long distance, so be sure to get permis-

sion from whoever pays the phone bill

before you call.

NINTENDO
POWER
SOURCE

www.nintendo.com
E-mail: nintendo@ninlendo.com
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aA Great Bit

of Play”

FIFA Soccer 64 from Electronic

Arte truly has it all: detailed

polygon graphics; high-speed

realistic animation; real-time

commentary from real-life

announcers Andy Dray, Des

Lynam and John Motson; and

nearly 3.0DD authentic inter-

national players. All of this

comes together to produce, as

Gray and company would say,

“A great bit of play!”

its multiple difficulty levels, play modes, camera angles and

controller configurations, FIFA Soccer 64 can be as simple or as

complex as you wish. Up to four gamers can take to the field, or

s it's often called in soccer circles, and play with or against each

other in any combination: two-versus-two,

one-versus-three and even four-versus-the

computer. We've combined our real-life

and virtual soccer expertise to come up

with some of the best offensive and defen-

sive strategies to use with this game. These

strategies work in the one-player and the

multi-player modes, but keep in mind that

you'll need to coordinate very closely with

your computerized and/or human team-

mates



::

FIFA SOCCER 64

Fine FIFA Features
We'll start by first giving you a few general tips on how to

approach this game as well as the lowdown on some of the

game's key features. These features can greatly affect the

game control, so you may want to tweak them to your lik-

Fair and Foul

s in real life, bad weather can really put a damper o

l your performance if you're not prepared. The ball

1 bounces higher, travels faster and goes farther when

the field is dry than

when it's wet. If it's

pouring on game day,

expect parts of the field

to become a bog by

halftime. You won't get

as much loft on your

kicks and the ball will

roll slowly. The best

thing to do is

play a few prac-

tice sessions in

the rain and

modify your tac-

tics accordingly.

ing or at least keep them in mind during your pre-game
strategy sessions. If you're having trouble scoring but can't

quite put your finger on any specific cause, these tips

might help you out.

The PIP Advantage

T
he Picture-in-Picture, or PIP,

option allows you to display a

second view of the field or a

radar screen in the upper right comer.

The radar screen is especially helpful,

allowing you to see the whole field

and the positions of

the players and the

ball, which is color-

coded for your conve-

nience, at a glance.

On the radar screen, human-con-
trolled players are marked by
yellow triangles, while comput-
er-controlled players are marked
by green and blue circles.

Yellow Card, Red Card

T
here are few fouls in soccer, but

the penalty for committing one

can be severe. Attempting to tack-

le (steal the ball) from beside or behind

a player, for example, will net you either

a Yellow or a Red Card, depending on

how blatantly unsporting you were. For

a Red Card, the offending

player will be ejected, and you

won't be able to replace him for

the rest of the match.

If you lose a team member and

his position, you’ll probably
need to adjust your strategy. If

necessary, use the Team
Management option to shuffle

your remaining players to make
up for the lost position.

Virtual SeC#^]
Videography
Soccer games have often served as showcases for

new technology and innovative game play, and FIFA

Soccer 64 is ho exception. For a look at a few clas-

sic NES, Super NES and Game Boy soccer games
gone by and an exciting peek at Konami's upcoming

International Superstar Soccer 64, check out a few

video soccer classics beginning on page 18!

\\ f

NINTENDO

64



If you're all alone, use the

radar screen to pinpoint

Reanimates and then move
Ltoward them. Wait until

they' re in sight before you

attempt a pass. You'll then

be able to see who is in the

clear and who might run

into interference from

If you're M
trolling a team by youi sel I

lob the ball and then pressA to switcht™,'^W||!|p
the player closest to the ball's landing spot. If you're close

enough, you'll trap (stop) the ball. If you have to, pass the ball

again for a better shot at the goal.

Offense in soccer is all abouf coor-

dinafion and cooperation. There are,

of course, many star players in the

sport, but hogging the ball isn’t as

successful here as in, say, the aver-

age video basketball game. When
you first start out, spend some time

getting to know the size and scale

of the field, so you can better

gauge your passes,

and work on simply
handling the ball and
keeping it away from

opposing players.

F
or the purposes of this

review, we're defining short

passes as passes to players

who are on screen, while long

passes are to players who are out

of view. In most instances, we rec-

ommend using short passes to

move the ball down the field. Even

with the radar on, it's difficult to

gauge potential interference from off-screen defenders, and there's a

good chance that a long pass will be picked off before it reaches

a teammate.

L
obbing the ball through the

air is riskier than making a

ground pass, but it works

/ell when you're coordinating with

mother human-controlled player. If

e of your midfielders is being sur-

nded or charged by a line of

lefenders, lob the ball over their heads

wards one of your forwards (the

iffensive players on the front line). Just

ight offsides by the referee,

have more on that later.



On a Wing and a Prayer

M idfielders or forwards who are positioned on the sides

of the field are often called "wings." One common but

effective attack strategy is to have a wing drive down
the edge of the field where there is usually less resistance. The
wing then passes the ball to a center forward for a shot. If

you're lucky, the

wing will draw

some

defenders away
from the middle

and give your

forward a better

Switch from the wing to the center forward while the ball is

still in the air. If you're close to the goal, try to "head" the ball

(bounce it off your head) into it. If you trap the ball, you risk hav-
ing it stolen or grabbed by the goalkeeper.

Here's a pretty sneaky maneuver: aim the ball toward the
corner of the penalty box and kick it with all your might,
but put lots of spin on it to curve it back toward the goal.
This move might throw the defenders off, and the ball

sometimes curves all the way around and into the net!

:
You'll have a good chance to score if you strike§Yc

Lfrom the middle and just inside the penalty box.

f The keeper will still be faraway, and you'll have

1also be hard for him to intercept any wide-angle
shots to the corners of the goal.

V 1

Keeper Keep-Away

T
o take a shot, press and release the B Button. The
you hold B, the harder you'll kick. As you hold B, you’ll

slow down and lose your ability to steer your body so set

up and strike as quickly as you can. Once you're inside the 18-

yard box around the

goal, the keeper will

often charge out at

you. The closer he

gets, the better the

chance he has of

intercepting even a

hard, fast strike.

Cutthroat Corners

C
orner kicks can be a bonanza for you, especially if you
have four human-controlled players on your team. Try to

crowd all of your players right in front of the goal and then
lob the ball right at or just ahead of

them. If you're lucky, you'll be

able to head the ball into the goal

before the keeper or defenders car

react. If the ball lands in the mid

die of the mob, the best you car

do is jump in and try to kick i

before a defender clears it out.



“He’s
Won the
Tackle Again"
Many novices focus on driving fhe

ball down fhe field and frying fo

grab all fhe glory, buf fhe seasoned
players know fhaf defense is half

fhe game—somefimes fhe crucial

half. Once again, whefher you opf

for a man-fo-man defense, wifh a

defender always covering a specif-

ic affacker, or a zone defense wifh a

defender pafrolling a given area,

coordinafion is fhe key. Having
more human-confrolled players on a

side is more difficulf fo coordinate,

but it does give you more options.

weep Up the Mess

T
he Team Management
option lets you change

your player formation at

any time to suit any offensive

or defensive strategy. One of

the best defensive formations

in this game places a special

player, known as the sweeper,

in front of the goal. His

primary job is to sup-

port both the fullbacks

and the goalie.

While the fullbacks

never venture too far

from the goal, they do
move up and down the

field a bit. The sweep-
er tends to stay neai

the goal to take

down any attackers

who break through

the line.

Tackles and Take Downs

T
ackling is the basis of soccer defense, but it's not always easy to pull off,

especially if the attacker is a skillful dribbler. Stick close to your opponent,

use the speed-up ability and never try to tackle from behind. If the ref sees

you doing that, it will be a guaranteed Red Card and an early trip to the show-

i a tap of the B
:on,your player will

his feet and body in

an attempt to steal

‘the ball. If an opponent
is not on guard, you
gcan also swoop in at

an angle and pick up

the ball on the run.

There’s a split-

second delay from
the time you press

fhe top C Button

to the time your

player actually
' erforms the

ers for you!

A hard tackle is just what its name implies, and it will

always result in a Red Card and an ejection. It can be use-

ful, however, as a last-ditch effort to break up a danger-

ous attack or use up time on the clock.



FIFA SOCCtn 64

Intentional Offsides

I

n reality, the offsides rule is rather complicated, but vyjthi
this game, this is the situation you must watch out for: if ar
attacker is between the keeper and his defenders, and a

teammate on the other side of the defenders passes the ball to
him, the ref will call offsides and award the keeper a goal kick.
It is difficult to do in this game, but you can try to create an
intentional offsides. Selecting the All-Out Offense strategy on ,

the Team Management screen will make your defenders i

egajajj^j move far forward, increas- J
"ig the chances for an oil

M 5, sides call.

I ven though the keeper is computer-controlled for the

.

I part, you do have some control_ his kicks and throws.
If you're using "fast break" offensive tactics, kick the ball

as soon as you can, before the opposing defenders have a
chance to get back down the field. If you need time to set up
your offense or if you're just trying to eat up the time on the
clock, wait until your players are all in position before you put
the ball back into play.

H
ere's a worst-case scenario for you: you have the ball

deep in your own territory, no one is open for a pass and
the opposing team's star forward is cutting through your

defenders like a wet sneeze through a tissue. The best thing to
do is to clear the ball out. A lob can be controlled somewhat,
but clearing the ball sends it sailing willy-nilly down the field.

An opponent will probably

or head it oar k

,il vou. but you'll have a tew I
seconds to reorganize.

You can select a specific teammate to receive a kick
or a throw from the keeper. You'll still have to be
wary of any opponents swooping in to head or trap
the ball, but you'll have better luck retaining pos-
session this way than you will if you just sling
the ball down the field.

Another good tactic to use
when you're really pressed
is to whack the ball out of

bounds. Your opponent will

have a throw-in or a corner
kick, but once again, you'll

have a chance to reorganize

your players and strategy.
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J Statistics

FIFA Soccer 64 is based on real soccer teams and their actu-

al al 1996 rosters and league standings, which we've listed

here. We've also listed each team's standout player (at least

in terms of this game) and his default position.

International

FW FORWARD
MF MIDFIELDER

DF DEFENDER

TIM ;
. KEY PMYER/POSITION TEM RANK KEY PINYER/P08ITIINI

BRAZIL 1 L. RONALDO/FW R. IRELAND 33 T. CASCARINO/FW

GERMANY z M. SAMMER/DF S. ARABIA 34 K. MOUSAID/MF

FRANCE 3 Y. DJORKAEFF/FW BOLIUIA 35 M. ETCHE1/ERRY/MF

COLOMBIA 4 F. ASPRILLA/FW CANADA 36 A. BUNBDRY/FW

CZECH REP. 5 K.KOOBA/GK TRINIDAD & TOBAGO 37 D. YORKE/FW

DENMARK 6 P. SCHMEICHEL/GK BELGIUM 38 M. PREUDHOMME/GK

RUSSIA 7 S. KIRIAKOU/FW URUGUAY 39 D.FONSECA/FW

SPAIN 8 F. HIERRO/MF S. KOREA 40 C. IN-YOUNG GK

NETHERLANDS 9 0. BERGKAMP/FW SWITZERLAND 41 S. CHAPUISAT/FW

ITALY 10 P. MALDINI OF LITHUANIA 42 11. IVANAUSKAS/FW

MEXICO 11 L. CARCIA/FW ALGERIA 43 A. TASFAOUT/MF

ENGLAND 12 A. SHEARER/FW ADSTRALIA 44 M. BOSNICH/GK

PORTUGAL 13 P. SOUSA/MF ilfORY COAST 45 J. KONATE/GK

NORWAY 14 K. REKDAL/MF ISRAEL 46 H. REI/IVO/MF

RULGARIA 15 H. STOICHKOU/FW POLAND 47 K. WARZYCHA/FW

ROMANIA 16 G. HAGI/MF PERU 48 R. CARTY/FW

SWEDEN 17 M. DAHLIN/FW CAMEROON 49 J. SONGO O/GK

U.S.A. 18 P. BRUCE/FW UKRAINE 50 A. MIKHAILITCHENKO/MF

SOUTH AFRICA 19 0. KHUMALO/MF ICELAND 51 T. GODJONASSON/FW

ZAMBIA 20 1. LITANA/DF NIGERIA 52 0. AMOKACHI/FW

JAPAN 21 ! Y. KAWAGUCHI GK N. IRELAND 53 K. GILLESPIE MF

ARGENTINA 22 C. CANIDGIA FW COSTA RICA 54 M. BARRENTES/GK

TUNISIA 23 S.FEKIH/MF HUNGARY 55 G. MESZOLY/DF

CROATIA 24 Z. BOBAN/FW CHINA 56 0. CHULIANG/GK

GHANA 25 T. YEBOAH/FW SLOVENIA 57 0. NOVAK/DF

CHILE 26 1. ZAMORANO/FW FINLAND 58 J. LITMANEN/FW

MOROCCO 27 M.CHAOUCH/FW WALES 59 R.GIGGS/MF

EGYPT 28 i H.RAMZY/DF SINGAPORE 60 D.LEE/GK

SCOTLAND 29 i J COLLINS MF MALAYSIA 61 R.SUPARMAN/FW

TURKEY 30 H. SUKUR/FW NEW ZEALAND 62 ! J. BATTY/GK

AOSTRIA 31 T.POLSTER/FW LOXEMBOORG 63 P. KOCH/GK

GREECE 32 C. DONIS/FW HONG KONG 64 J.LEE/MF
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team RAM KY PLAYER/P08ITI0N TEAM MM
BLACKBURN

i 1 T. FLOWERS/GK PARIS S.G. 1 B. LAMA/GK
MANCHESTER U

i 2 P. SCHMEICHEL/GK AUXERRE ? L. LASLANDES/FW
NOTTINGHAM FOR. 3 S. PEARCE/DF F.C. METZ 3 R. PIRES/MF
LIVERPOOL 4 R. FOWLER/FW MONACO 4 E. SCIFO/MF
LEEDS S T. YEBOAH/FW R.C. LENS 5 V. SMICER/FW
NEWCASTLE B A. SHEARER/FW MONTPLLR G R. KOSEGKI/MF
TOTTENHAM 7 T.SHERINGHAM/FW GUINGAMP 7 C.WREH/FW
DERBY C 8 1. STIMAG/SW RENNES 8 K. BEKDAL/MF
WIMBLEDON y V. JONES/MF NANTES 9 J. N'DORAM/MF
MIDDLESBOROUGH ID 0. JUNINHO/MF BASTIA 10 M. FAYE/MF
CHELSEA II G. VIALLI/FW STRASBOURG 11 J. SUCHOPAREK/DF
ARSENAL 13 1. WRIGHT/FW NICE 12 M, CHAOUCH/FW
SHEFFIELD W 13 R. BLINKER/MF LYON 13 F. MAURICE/FW
WEST HAM U 14 1. DUMITRESCU/MF BORDEAUX 14 J. PAPIN/FW
EVERTON lb A. KANCHELSKIS/MF LE HAVRE IS T. WIESZC2YCKI/MF
COVENTRY IB M. ISAIAS/MF LILLE IS A. SIMBA/FW
SUNDERLAND 17 L. PEREZ/GK CANNES 17 K. HODOUTO/DF
ASTON V 18 U. EHIOGU/DF CAEN 18 A. BANCAREL/FW
SOTON 19 M.LE USSIER MF MARSEILLE 19 A. KOPKE/GK
LEICESTER C 2U E. HESKEY/FW NANCY 20 W. ORUMA/MF

Germany™ m mWAtn/ronnn
B. MUNICH 1 J. KLINSMANN/FW
FCKOLN 2 T. POLSTER/FW
HAMBURG 3 S.HENCHOZ/SW
W. BREMEN 4 A. HERZOG/MF
STUTTGART 5 F. BOBIC/MF
DORTMUND 6 M. SAMMER/DF
SCHALKE 7 M. MAX/FW
BOCHUM 8 G. DONKOV/FW
DUISBURG 9 M. BICANIC/MF
OUSSELOORF 10 D. NIELSEN/FW

KARLSRUHE 11 S. DUNDEE FW
LEVERKUSEN 12 C. WOBNS/OF
I860 MUNICH 13 B. WINKLER/FW
BIELEFIELD 14 S. SILOOY/DF
ST. PAULI 15 T. PEDERSEN/ DF

FREIBURG 16 A. SUTTER MF

HANSARDST 17 S. BEINLICH/MF

M'GLADBACH 18 K. PFLIPSEN/MF

Italy
TEAM RANK NET PLATER/POSITION

PARMA i H. CRESPO/FW
VICENZA 2 M. OTERO/FW
BOLOGNA 3 K. ANDERSSON/MF
FIORINTINA 4 G. BATISTUTA/FW
NAPOLI 5 R. CAIO/FW
SAMPDORIA 6 C.KAREMBEU/MF
VERONA 7 A. PAGANIN/DF
PIACENZA 8 G. PIN/MF

INTER MILAN 9 Y. DJORKAEFF/FW
PERUGIA 10 A. KOCIC/GK
UDINESSE 11 0. BIERHOFF/FW
ATALANTA 12 D. FORTUNATO/MF
AC MILAN 13 G. WEAH/FW
JUVENTUS 14 A. DEL PIERO/MF
ROMA 15 M. DAHLIN/FW
CAGLIARI 16 C. LOHSTRUP MF
LAZIO 17 1. PROTTI/FW
REGGIANA 18 A. VALENCIA/FW

n$
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Soccer
Classics
What baseball and foot-

ball are to America, soccer

is to the rest of the world,

but “the World’s Dame"

has only recently gained

widespread popularity

among U.S. sports fans.

Nevertheless, several

soccer video games have

done quite well here,

largely because of their

innovative game play and

that undefinable quality

known as “fun factor."

Here are a few highlights

from classics past!

1987S1990
1987 Soccer^^^^^1990 World Cup

T
his is the granddaddy of NES soc-

cer games, the one that started the

ball rolling. Released by Nintendo

in March, 1987, Soccer featured one-

and two-player side-scrolling action,

seven international teams, five difficulty

levels and even a half-time show!

Running, passing and shooting were

about all you could do, but sports fans

were hooked on the smooth animation

and play control. What's most surprising

about Soccer is not that it was a hit, but

that it actually came along before most of

the classic NES football games, predating

Tecmo Bowl by nearly two full years.

Only Nintendo's 10-Yard Fight,

released in October, 1985, came

earlier!

N
intendo's next strike at the video

goal was Nintendo World Cup

Soccer, released in December,

1990. It retained the side-scrolling for-

mat of its predecessor, but everything

else about the game had been upgraded

and improved. This new Pak boasted

one- to four-player simultaneous play

and a choice of six playing fields, includ-

ing a sandy field, an icy field and even a

concrete-covered field. The number of

teams had exploded to 13 international

squads, and, whereas the teams in

Soccer had the exact same abilities,

these new teams had different strengths

and weaknesses. The U.S. athletes even

had individual attributes! Other seminal

soccer games- of the late '80s and early

'90s included Jaleco's Goal! series and

Tecmo World Cup Soccer.
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video soccer team on a

of transportation than

Game Boy. The portable version of Nintendo World
Gup Soccer was a very close translation of its NES counter-

part, right down to the ability to set a specific game plan for

the computer-controlled players to follow. Other features

included the ability to tell your computerized teammates
when to pass and shoot, and the then-revolutionary Game
Link cable allowed two players to go head-to-head on the electronic pitch.

1992 Super Soccer

S
uper Soccer gave

us literally a dif-

ferent perspective

on the game, following

the action from front to

back, rather than from

side to side. Players

now had a wider range

of moves, including the

Shoulder Charge, Slide

Tackle and Trap, and the Super NES's Mode 7 scalin

tion features kept the large, colorful graphics flowing

were serious about their fun, but they
didn't have to be serious to have fun, as Capcom proved
with Mega Man Soccer. This whimsical one- or two-

the Blue Bomber, Dr. Wily and 18 of his

robotic buddies in four

modes of play While its

play control wasn’t up to

Capcom's usual impec-

cable standards, this

game did sport a handy

central radar display.

1993 Tony Meola's Sidekick Soccer
^0 ')

T
ony Meola's

Sidekick Soccer

reached new
heights of on-field

realism with a rotat-

ing view that kept

you behind the play-

er with the ball.

Created by the same

team that developed
NCAA Basketball, Sidekick Soccer gave you a sense of the size

and scale of a real soccer field; in fact, novice players routinely

got lost out there!

QQP> International Superstar
1333 Sorr.f?r Deli ire

T
he emphasis

Konami's ISS

Deluxe was on

ball handling, and the

huge number of control

options elevated this

game to the level of a

situ. Crystal clear graph-

ics, rich sound and real-

istic animation just

added to the you-are-there feel. It may have been the swan song
for Super NES soccer titles, but ISS Deluxe was a beautiful note
to go out on! /

t****
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FUTURE

The camera pans smoothly around the action,

looking for all the world like a TV broadcast. The

camera always moves to keep the ball near the

center of the screen, but it never feels "jerky."

From the play control to the animation to the play-

by-play, everything about Perfect Striker screams

excitement, realism and fun!

immaa

1997 International Superstar Soccer 64

T
he camera swoops high over the

stadium, taking in the bright sky

above and Ihe perfect field below.

With the capacity crowd roaring in antic-

ipation, the commentator announces the

day's matchup, while the team captains

meet on the pitch for the coin toss. Is this

a live soccer game being televised via

satellite? No, this is the future of video

games, and it has "blockbuster" written

all over it! As we reported last issue,

Konami is planning to produce

International Superstar Soccer 64 for the

North American market. This game will

be a translation of J. League Perfect

Striker, a title that is already generating

headlines (and lines of fans) across Japan.

An English-language prototype of ISS 64

wasn't ready as we went to press, but we

did obtain a production version of Perfect

Striker, and "revolutionary" would not be

too strong a description. We've seen most

of Perfect Striker's features and options in

past games, but we've rarely seen so

many in one title and rarely seen

them executed so well. Graphics?

Crisp and highly detailed, with no

skimping on the frames of anima-

tion. The large players move flu-

idly and the transitions are seam-

less. Moves and play control?

Dribble, trap, head, back pass,

bicycle kick—it's all there.

Players react instantly to your

Luckily for us,

Ihe Konami
cer dynasty

not die out with

155 Deluxe. The

reigning king of 16-bit

soccer games has, in

turn, begat a 64-bit heir

that threatens to raise

the bar, not just for video

soccer games, but all

video games, period.

1997 promises to be a

championship year For

Konami’s International

Superstar Soccer 64!



There’s enough variety in the announcer's sound palette to keep
things from becoming boring or annoying, and he uses a good mix of

general and specific comments. We couldn't understand everything

he said, but there was no mistaking his ecstatic cries of, "Goal!

Goal! G000000AL!"

64, so we'll just have to be patient. In the

meantime, we can be happy knowing that,

if this is the future of video games, we have

plenty to look forward to.

laid out logi-

ontroller. And
what about play modes and options?

Not to worry. There are 16 teams,

each with afull roster of first and sec-

ond string players; six play modes,

including Single Game, League,

Tournament, Shoot-Out, Scenario

and Practice; 16 stadiums; 16 field

formations; different weather condi-

tions; and so much more! Perhaps

the most impressive and entertaining

feature of all, though, is the nearly con-

stant running commentary that sounds

as if it were plucked out of a profession-

al broadcast. The announcer's speech

patterns sound totally natural, and if a

player makes a sudden move, he'll

even interrupt himself with a cry of sur-

prise or a shout of victory! Konami has

not yet announced a release date for ISS

FIFA SOCCER 64
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[,NINTENDO POWER, >

Let's check this morning's schedule:

9:00 a.m., mission briefing; 10:00

a.m., coffee break; 10:15 a.m., blow
r
up half of Walla Walla in order to save

the world—yup, it's just another typical

day in the Blast Corps! Last issue, we gave

you a rundown of Blast Corps basics

along with full maps and detailed strate-

gies for the Easy Level stages. In Part Two

of our Blast Corps Blowout, we'll analyze

the Medium Level stages and give you

tips on how to earn Gold Medals and pro-

motions in the Corps. Rather than just giv-

ing you more obsta-

cles to blow up and

I shortening time lim-

its, the Medium

Level focuses on

increasingly intri-

cate puzzles that

require ever

rre complex maneuvers to solve.

This gives Blast Corps much

KK more depth and replay value

;
than your typical a n Pak.

You'll be seeing some familiar vehicles in these

stages, but you'll have to use them more cre-

atively as the game progresses.

|

The nuclear threat is still very much alive. You

must clear a path across the world to allow a run-

away missile transport to pass safely.



BLAWCORPS

mission recrp
SIMM IV \ms

O EASY
LEVEL

,
MEDIUM

} LEVEL

, HARD
1 LEVEL

The better the medal you earn, the
more Rank you'll receive.

Find and activate Communication
Points to open new stages.

A The maP below*shows the different difficulty levels and* the different types of
stages (small spheres=Bonus and Training stages, large spheres=main

Demolition stages). You must earn Gold Medals in all the stages, including the
Bonus stages, to earn the most promotions. Before we dive into the Medium Level,

we'll first recap the Easy Level Bonus stages in the chart at the bottom of the page.

GOinG PGR THE GOLD
The chart below gives a quick recap of the Easy Level Bonus stages we covered last issue, includ-
ing the recommended vehicle, Gold Record time and any helpful tips or shortcut information for
each stage. To earn Gold Medals in these stages, you must beat the Gold Record times shown.

UEH. RECORD TIPS S SHORTCUTS

ik for shortcuts through the hilttiorth.of thebridges and between the buildings and the trees to the south.

I Destroy all the crates towin tye Gold Medal. The Ramdozer will be your best cboipe tor quickdestruction.

I The Ballista cycle will give you both speed and'stability in the tight turns of this short buttricky loop.

I Plow thrpughthe middle of theTNT crates to scatter them across thejfable, just like playing the "break" in pool.

|
Head north intb the canal and then go west Turn south at the enij.of the fence for a small shortcut.

I The gas plants afe arranged in a rough semicircle. Go up and to the left, then to the right and so on.

I Stay on the right side of the river. You need not cross the.Finish Line for a lap to count. Go north to find a CR

I Head off to the left first and follow the line of RDUs around the outer edge of the paved area.

|
Cut across the grass at thenorth end. As you head south on the back stretch, hug thatif to find a tunnel.

NINTENDO

64
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new FROflTIER issue.) Detailed breakdowns of the Demolition (num-

bers 10-fo and 18) and the Bonus stages (letters j-W)

appear on the following pages. These numbers and let-

ters correspond roughly to the order of stages as they

appear in the game. The map shows the approximate

positions of these stages on the World Map screen.

Now we'll look at the Medium Level, starting with an

overview of the two Training stages, numbers 9 and 1

7

on the map below. (It seems unusual to start with num-

ber 9, but this is a continuation from our review last

You'll have had a chance to use the

Thunderfist in the Easy Level, so this

stage will be a snap. )ust destroy all of

the buildings and crates within the

time limit. Remember that the

Thunderfist needs a couple of

steps of clearance in front of

it to launch an attack.

$
1

kmmr-
mm h



BLAST CORPS

BLAST SEQUENCE
Concentrate on the structures directly in the missile transport's

y path. The right-hand silo and the buildings on the right side of the
r block can be left standing. Just maneuvering the Ballista (which

has mega-power steering) may be the biggest challenge.

® BLAST THE WALL
X Blast the cliffs on the west side of the stage to reveal a

' J secret ramp leading up the side of the mountain. Ybu'll find

yr a Communication Point atop the ledge. Activate it to open~
the path to Bonus Stage K. Now go down and to the right to

find a scientist in his mountainside retreat.

Eachammo box contains Fire missiles while your

ten missiles for the front tire is touching the

Ballista’s launchers. You’ll ground or you may shoot
findammo all along the way. over your target.

The overhead view will

help you with your aim
and give you a bead on
the transport's progress.

^ ® THE SCIENTIST IS HERE
You’ll find a scientist in^ " .<t—

^ a house behind a wall

of rock. This is only the
second ol six tecli heads P

you must locale. He may L
have a clue to a colleague's

whereabouts.

VOLUME 96

® COBALT QUARRY oo:io

One of the hot rods will be your

best bet for completing this track

in record time. Our only advice is

to slow down on the second
curve. The sharp angle of the turn

will send you skidding into the

wall if you're going too fast. This

stage is actually located off of

Stage 18 on the World Map
Screen, and it will most likely he
open already.

(k) GLANDER'S RANCH
There was no urban planning

involved in designing this town's

streets! The first shortcut

appears after the first hairpin and

is marked by red lines and patches

of dirt by the side of the road. The
second shortcut is actually a dirt

road marked with an arrow.

M_ 25 'ft 1

L 20 ft 1
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Head to the end

of the line. Jump
out and walk

around the north

end of the sta-

tion to reach the

blast sequence
The train station will resist any

force short of aTNT blast.1/ Luckily for you, your train has a

load of the stuff on a flatbed car.

The trick is maneuvering it off the

Jump into the

train and up against the target. You

must switch back and forth

i. between the train, the crane and

the 'dozer to get the job done,

and though the missile car-

k rier starts off faraway,

-v . you still won’t have

any time for coffee

and doughnuts!

Use the crane to

lift the 'dozer

over to the other

side of the

tracks. Use the

walkway to

cross the tracks.

©CAR 54, WHERE \
ARE YOU? \

The rumors of terrific coffee and dough- ^
f f\ nuts in the Beeton Tracks Cafe are not

\*/ qreatly exaggerated, at least in the opinion of

local law enforcement. The county sheriff probat

won't mind if you borrow his squad car to search tor

RDUs and the Communication Point as long as you spn

another round of java!

Use the 'dozer t

"

push theTNT
against the sta-

tion. Move the

I train if the

flatbed car is not

|

in position.

NINTENDO POWER' >

This is where you'll need to start thinking in

linear terms to accomplish the tasks qt

jjilnd. There are only two major structures

Vi demolish, but if you fail to coordinate

jyour actions exactly, you can kiss the pjcjj

Ituresque town of Beeton Tracks good- \,

bye! To find the Communication

Point and the balance of the

!RDUs, search the little hills JW
and valleys to the west of JW 4

the train tracks. '
a&a!



The missile carrier can handle the odd pothole, but it won't be able to get
over the train tracks or across the river without a little help from the

Corps. The trick will be maneuvering the train and the barge to form bridges

across the tracks and the river. Time is short, so check the map and destroy

only the buildings or parts of buildings that are right in the carrier's path.

Stomp the buildings on
the right side of the road

then quickly head
northeast over the

hill to the train.

Hop on the train and take
it all the way to the end
of the line, making sure to

lineup Ihe flatbed car

with the ramp.

Jump into the hot rod and
drive back to the J-Bomb.
Head northwest and

demolish the buildings in

the carrier's path.

Head northwest and land

on the barge. Pilot the
barge to the river cross-

ing, Get back in the J-

Bomb and finish the stage.

TANKED
Stomp on the fuel tank near the barge to

reveal the first Communication Point. This

Communication Point is easy to miss on the first

pass through this area, but most players will find

it just because they'll be trying to clear out all

the structures in the stage. Activate both
points to open more Bonus stages.

® HIT THE
v BOOSTERS
f To reach the Communication

Point atop the rock tower, let your

rockets recharge fully first and then

take off. You can reach the top of the tower
with one long blast, or you can try boosting for a few
seconds, resting for a second or two, and then hitting

your rockets again while you're still in midair.

milNIN



BLAST “
SEQUENCE

Once again, you'll have

j just enough time to ^
destroy only the buildings or

>r parts of buildings right in the carri-

er's path. Say, if our bank goes down,

will our cash machine fees go up?

You'll start the stage on a

hill to the southwest. Your

first target will be in view
below you. The carrier will

be just to the right of your

position.

Blast Corps environmen-

tal policy prevents you
from mowing down the

trees. Go around them!

Weave back and forth

through the buildings as if

you were running through

a slalom course.

IfjSjback to Blast Corps basics amidst the.

gljeaming towers of Cromlech Court, bifl

!
Hough your task is simple, time. is short. The'

;

j
fissile carrier starts just south of the firstj

!| ji -^w of buildings, so you'll have to move fait
j

j |
,«j clear a path through the financial district.'

*

j

You'll note that the larger skyscrapers are

'actually several squares joined together. Try

|
to strike these buildings at the seams to

• destroy two or more sections at a time.



BLAST CORPS

Dump the

Sideswipe

and climb

aboard the

Thunderfist

to take care

of the main
complex.

in path to a small X
ive it along the path to

~

to the platform across the

The main thrust of the Ironstone Mine

stage is not about solving riddles but

about precision demolition, which

can be just as challenging. As yoi|

would with the other vehicles, engage
;

the Sideswine's battering rams at the !
|

; the Sideswipe's battering rams at the

seams between the sections of the buildings for

maximum damage. Save the Thunderfist for

the latter part of the stage. You won't

have time to retrieve it and return

to the barracks before the

transport reaches them. GOAL

, > |.f VOLUME 94 „ ] ||

Remember that you get
only ten uses of the bat-

tering ram per battery

pack, so keep an eye on

the ammo counter on
your screen.

<$>:
^ tun

® DOWN UNDER
Push the TNT against the

crete block to open the

entrance to the maze. Search the

tunnels below for the third scientist

and quite a few stray RDUs.

Ij 31 <t\ o

i 20 ft 1

®H/GHW ROAD

j
BLAST SEQUENCI

While this stage is

RFrfcpV straightforward, it

can be frustrating

nonetheless. Try to keep
k a constant speed as you

R drive between the barracks

and pulse your rams as you go.

K You may miss one or two sec-

11 tions, but you should have

enough time for a quick clean-

up job before you head to

the next area. In the

second set of bar-

racks, destroy

only the left-

hand group.

NINTENDO
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i time, don't load You should have just enough Head through the tunnel

clearance to squeeze ahead and onto the highway,

of the engine car and onto Follow the road until you

the tracks. reach the factory.

.Move the train back-

las far as it vyill go-

Use the two centerTNT
crates, one after the

other, to demolish the first

building in line.

If you're on target, you'll

need just six crates for

the whole job. Save this

one for the last blast.

jimcmo power. >

Precision is once again the order of the day

the Ebony Coast crisis. Once you reach

j j

t le factory, switch to the overhead view to;

j

l
get a better perspective of the job at hand.

|

Most of the TNT is clustered around th&

’I southern buildings, so use the map to plan

j

which ones will be used where. While a

building can sometimes be brought down

with one blast if you hit it on the side, at

I

the seam between sections, it's easier to

just use two crates per building.

WA is 1

. X 20 JE i

BLAST SEQUENCE
Follow the train tracks and the main road until you reach

C > the factory. With the buildings lined up directly north of

you, use the two center TNT crates to bring down the

first building. Use the second and third crates

jj

ie 1 t0

the right to demolish the last building.

los

Mt
,ho

Ik
tra ''

m*



® HIDE IN PLAIN SIGHT
You could wander about Ebony Coast all '

day and not catch a clue as tohow to

YS comPlete the secondary tasks. Once
again, don't take anything at face

Nr value. Explore and try everything, no mat-

^ ter how trivial it seems. In this case, flip

ftk the camera around at the start of the l&A
stage to see a TNT crate behind the I

^^^k tram Use it to blast open the tun- H
lai|ak nel to the south.

|

® SPECIAL DELIVERY
Now load the Ramdozer onto the [Si?Y S ^alhed car and head toward the

^i^r train station. Stop at the station

Nr ard demolish it to reveal a crate of

TNT. Load the TNT onto the flatbed car.

Leave the Ramdozer behind and head back

. the way you came Don’t worry about

^k theTNTexplodingprematurely.lt

. '"'x has quite a long fuse and won't go

^^^k off for a couple of minutes.

© MR.BIG HEAD
yk With the train still going in reverse,

roll past the starting point and
through the tunnel to thek*/ south.When you emerge, you'll

N^r see a huge statue that looks like a

cross between an "Easter Island"

head and a circus clown that's gone off

the deep end. Stop the train, making sure

that the TNT is as close to the statue as

possible. The TNT will blow the statue

apart and reveal the J-Bomb!

@ TRAILER PARKED
>k The J-Bomb will enable you &

”

”

^^k to reach previously inac-

Y > cessible areas around the NjF -W.
stage. Be sure to look for • £.

\ir the scientist in his trailer to

the east, hit the Communication

Point to the south and domolish the

trio of "big head" statues on the "jg
island off the coast.
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BLAST SEQUENCE l|g|
When the stage starts, follow the

gully up and around to the left. Trying to

Lx shortcut across the grass will only slow you

X down. When you exit the gully, turn to the driver s right

and head up the road. Don't bother with the buildings near

gully's exit. The missile carrier will roll past them safely.

At the main complex, use

the rock behind this long

building to gain some
extra momentum.

You'll bounce out of the

gully and past (or through)

a few buildings. Ignore

them for now.

Follow theRDUs through

the gully Keep to the cen-

ter of the track to keep

^ your speed up.

Use the small, paved

space to gear up for side-

swipe attacks. Once

again, aim for the seams.

At the junction, take

the bottom left

^ corner off of the

first building.\ To finish the secondary tasks, ^
reenter the stage and follow the

W > gully. At the tip of the hairpin, turn

left onto the grass. Go up the slope to

find a Communication Point. Keep going until

you reach the main road. Cross the bridge to find

the second Communication Point.

NINTENDO POWER*



SLIDE RULES
©V The platforms slide back and forth

between two points. Place your-

self above a point along the line and

float down slowly. The platform will

!, slide beneath your metal feet and

raestroy itself.

0 LIZARD ISLAND

Until now, we've reserve*! 02:30
the larger sections of;.our

review for the Demolition stages, but

because of the scope of this Bonus stage,

we thought we'd provide you with a full

map of it. Reaching every sphere or plat-

forjp within the Gold Record time will be

(Jiffitult, but keep in mind that you need

only tap a target to destroy it. Be

warned: touching water or £
lava will end the stage

s~?'

automatically.

<S>:

TAP DANCE
Looking at the map, we recommend that

you first head southeast to a platform

over the water, then northeast to the

volcano and so on around the

perimeter of the stage. Unless you
want to ^
risk get-

ting the motf
all hotfoots,

stomp the spheres in

the volcanoes. Just

position yourself above

them and float down.

When they explode, fire

your rockets to escape.

—rr BLAST CORPS ^

10

• f
©

9

Watch your targets move-
ment pattern first. Pulse your

jets to control your descent.

VOLUME 96

© GEODE SQUARE
All of the target spheres in QQ;L|Q
Geode Square are located right

_ ’

near the starting point. With all of them moving in

various patterns, it's easy to get confused. Try to

pick one out of the crowd and stick with it until it's

destroyed before moving on. Destroy the small

building to find a Communication Point.

© SALINE WATCH
There are three rows of target beacons north of the starting point, with a lone

Communication Point in the upper northeast corner of the stage. Once again,

just tap the beaconsto destroy them. If you need to recharge your jets or just

get your bearings, the J-Bomb can stand safely on top of the beacon tower.

NINTENDO
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The faster you go, the

more room you'll need to

turn around. Ease up on the

buggy's throttle and push

the Control Stick hard to

flip around quickly.

(b) treasure,W NOT TROLLS
Unlike certain goats of fairytale fame, you j

V won't have any trouble with trolls under

> this bridge. Ac tivate the Communication

r Point and then head to the northwest plateau

to find a field of RDUs.

NINTENDO POWER,

One last Demolition stage remains in the
j

Medium Level, and it will take some fancy
'

driving to plow through this mess. The !

jskyfall dune buggy lacks raw demolition I

; power, so you won't be able to smash;

Istraight through the buildings, even with

the turbo boost. Instead, you must saw

back and forth across obstacles, using the

1

hills to build up speed or using the rock-

strewn gully to launch your vehicle through

the air to crash into targets from above.

fi 19 'A i

m o ft 0

)
JUMPING
JACK FLASH

BLAST SEQUENCE
Nearly all of the structures will have to

be demolished to make way for the

transport. Keep an eye out for some large

boulders strewn around the first group of

buildings. You don't need

a lot of running room to

make good use of them.

Just a few feet of clear-

ance and a turbo boost

off a boulder will be

enough to take down
most of a building, as

long as your aim is true.

<$>



BLAST CORPS

DAGGER PASS

® BABOON CATACOMB i36/224
01:48.9 This maze looks suspiciously like a certain

arcade blockbuster of years past, and the princi-

ples used in winning that game can be applied

here. Unlike that classic puzzler, however, both
sides of this maze are mirror images. Circle the

blocks closest to the center before you tackle
the outer tracks. Swerve left and right to acti-

vate RDUs in the side paths as you go by.

HELL HATH NO FURY
To win a Gold Medal, use the map to plan your attack.We

^W^ recommend clearing out the first two targets to the
northeast of the starting point then hauling metal-

lie caboose up the side of the crater to the plat-

form with two spheres. Work your way around
the crater's edge and back down to the lower
level until all of the targets are destroyed.

A A

<t>~ ICS

BLAST OFF
After you've beaten the Gold Record time, reen-

ter the stage and launch yourself out of the

crater. A Communication Point is located on a

small ledge above the crystal blue sea. The trop-

ics aren't so bad after all, eh?

(tiorb corps to come
Magma Peak is the last stop on this month's Blast Corps

worldwide tour, but the fun and destruction aren't over yet!

We'll ramp up our coverage one last notch with strategies

and shortcuts for the Hard Level stages in a future issue. If

the crisis on earth is averted, you just might be taking your

blast act on the road—a very high road, in fact!

NimiNDO
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<ATTENTION TEAM-. THIS IS FOX- OUR MISSION IS TO

DESTROY THE STAR WOLF SC3UADRON AND SAVE THE LYLAT

SYSTEM FROM ANDROSS' S TYRANNY- THE WORLD DEPENDS ON

US n BUT DON’ T FORGET THAT WE DEPEND ON EACH OTHER-i

TOO- OKAY-, LET'S GET CRAZY- LAUNCH-, LAUNCH-, LAUNCH !>



out of the air.

From time-

to-time we

DATA UPLINK Jp
STAR FOX 64 CONFIDENTIAL

DESIGNERS—E.A.D. GROUP AT

NINTENDO

MEMORY SIZE-64 MEGABITS

MEMORY SAVE-GAME PAK SAVES TOP

10 SCORES

ONE PLAYER IN STORY MODE

STAGES—15

ACCESSORY-RUMBLE PAK (INCLUDED

WITH THE GAME)

EXTRA-HIDDEN MISSIONS, 3-D

ANIMATED SCENES WITH 23

SPEAKING CHARACTERS

SUBJECT:
STAR FOX L4
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:es in space
Message Follows...

WHO SAYS NOBODY CAN HEAR YOU SCREAM

IN SPACE? IN STAR FOX 64, AUDIO COMMUNI-

CATIONS WILL SUPPLEMENT SCREEN TEXT IN A

BIG WAY. FOR THE NORTH AMERICAN VER-

SION OF THE GAME, SIX PROFESSIONAL

ACTORS (FIVE MALE AND ONE FEMALE) WILL

PLAY THE VOICE ROLES OF FOX MCCLOUD AND

HIS COHORTS, AND ALL THE MAJOR ENEMIES,

WHICH INCLUDE THE LIKES OF THE STAR WOLF

TEAM AND ANDROSS. IN ALL, 23 ANIMATED

CHARACTERS WILL CHATTER WITH YOU AND

EACH OTHER DURING ACTION AND CINEMA

SCENES. ANOTHER VOICE WILL CONVEY GAME

INFORMATION AND THE INTRODUCTION.



THE FEARLESS STAR FOX TEAM
In Star Fox 64, you play the role of Fox

McCloud, ace Cornerian pilot and all-

around hairy hero. You'll notice that

screens pop up during battle with mes-

sages from your three wingmen. By listen-

ing to the advice of your comrades and

responding to their distress, you add to'

DRIVEN
TO EXTREMES
You are what you drive. In the case of

Star Fox 64, that means you are

either an Arwing space fighter

pilot or a Landmasler

tank driver. During

Story Mode play, the

choice of vehicle is

determined by your loca-

tion. If you're on the ground, you drive the

Landmaster. If you are in the skies or in

space, you'll fly an Arwing. In Battle Mode

you can control your character directly.

which you cannot move. You'll find one

additional vehicle hi Star Fox 64 that does-

n't fly or roll. It's a submarine fighter that

Although you never fly the Great Fox moth-

er ship, it is the launching base for all of

your sorties, and it is from the Great Fox

that yqu receive NUS computer messages.

Your piloting and driving skills are test-

ed in two ways during

the game. some^i

forward and your pon-

trpl is limited to a 3-D

corridor. The corridor

may be fairly wide, however, so there is.

plenty of room to maneuvA The second

type of area is a battlefield. There, you

have complete freedom of motion in any

direction, but there is a surrounding

Jjorderbeyond

carries you beneath the ocean waves.

ARWING
The legendary Arwing fighter packs fire-

power and maneuverability. You can spin

left or right to avoid shots and fire

^ both lasers and bombs while using

RS a heads-up targeting square to

lock on to enemies. Arwings can

make acrobatic maneuvers such as

loops, as well, and they can accel-

__J erate or brake at your command.

LANDMASTER
• The Landmaster tank races over the terrain

at high speed, dodging debris and enemy

fire. The tank can roll sideways out of dan-

ger, just like the Arwing, and it has a cool .

jet feature for .hopping into the air for a

"
ortflight.

DEVICE DATA:

FEATURES MODULATING INTERNAL

DC MOTOR. PLUGS INTO

CONTROLLER PAK SLOT JKtk
OF N64 CONTROLLER.

REQUIRES 2 AAA

BATTERIES.

I MTA UPLINK P
Q. IMPI.

' * BE PACKAGED WITH EVERY COP
RUrlBLL PAK star fox 64 sold in north

Message Follows... AMERICA. MAXIMUM PLAYER

the strength of the team. Some of the

game conditions require that you have

certain team members with you at the end

of a stage in order to move on to another

stage or access a bonus area. So when

Slippy starts croaking about enemies on

his tail, don't write him off. Instead, go to

his aid and try to keep him in the fight.



MISSION BRIEFING
tutting a swath of destruction through the

Lylat System won't be easy. Fifteen battle-

grounds wait to be conquered by Fox and

Friends. As you can see. on the system map,

more than one route leads from Cprneria to

Venom. In fact, each area contains one

secret mission that.can take you on a new

path rf you fulfill the requirements. And if

you find all of the secret missions in the

game, you'll find an additional surprise

waiting for you.

.Sector Z

Macbeth

The many worlds you 'encounter present

many faces, from the green, populated

cities of Comeria to the dangerous seas of

Aquas and the ravaged plains of Venom. But

some things ‘ never ‘ change, such as the

defensive installations and forces set up by

Andross, which continually fire upon the

.Star Fox team. New dangers crop up every-

where. Buildings come crashing*down as

your Arwing swoops to safety. Squadrons of

enemy fighters appear out ofbunkers. Giant

walkers as tall as towers march toward you

waving mechanical pincers that Tan crush

an Arwing. Interior areas often

include

Sector Y

Titania

Katina*

Meteo Field

mbre dangerous

obstacles such as sliding panels

that block off narrow corridors.

And at the end of every level is

a final guardian with awe-

;1 DATA UPLINK §
" SUBJECT:

items and weapons
Message Follows...

CORNERIAN FORCES UPDATE: ALL ARWING

AND LANDMASTER UNITS HAVE BEEN

EQUIPPED WITH LASER CANNONS AND A

SUPPLY OF SMART BOMBS. TARGETING

COMPUTERS ARE LINKED TO GUIDANCE

SYSTEMS FOR A SEAMLESS USER INTER- o o
o

(®) NINTENDO POWER



ANDROSS AND COMPANY
When this mad scientist turns his genius

to evil, the Lylat System faces its greatest

challenge. Andross remains the final and

most frightening enemy.

For every hero there is a villain. In the

case of the Star Fox team, that means the

Star Wolf team. (Apparently it never got

its ships off

Venom during \ ^ yLStI
the first game I* !

for the Super
”

brotherhood

leader, Wolf,

Leon the chameleon, dastardly Pigma

who betrayed James McCloud, and

Andrew the baboon, who just happens

to be Andross's Nephew. The Star Fox

team will engage the Star Wolves oS

many worlds.

Aboard the Great Fox, we look out at the

gathering forces arrayed against us in the

vast asteroid field. We outnumbered one

hundred to one or more. The onboard

computer, NUS, tick off our odds for sur-

vival and suggest that we come up with an

alternate plan. .

ffk TWO, THREE OR FOUR PLAYERS TAKE ONCE YOU'VE BEEN SHOT OUT OF THE

|P ON THE ROLES OF THE STAR FOX SKY, YOU'LL SWITCH TO THE

HEROES IN A FIGHT AGAINST EACH LANDMASTER TANK. FINALLY, IF YOU

OTHER IN STAR FOX 64'S BATTLE LOSE YOUR TREADS, YOU'LL FIND

MODE. THE BATTLE TAKES PLACE IN YOURSELF ON FOOT, ARMED ONLY

ONE OF SEVERAL HUGE ARENAS. YOU WITH A SHOULDER BAZOOKA. IT'S

BEGIN BY FLYING ARWINGS, THEN, EVERY ANIMAL FOR HIMSELF!

[iff) DATA UPLINK
' nm.ircT ?SUBJECT:

BATTLE MODES
Message Follows...
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reserved.

0 NINTENDO POM

I midway has reignited the inferno to forge an all-new version

I of Doom enclusive to the flBM. Doom 6M*s frightffest seethes

^ with enough demons to doom most players! but with part

,fe two of our Space marine survival guide, you II

A at least make it through Levels 11 to 18. Kali

_ The door to the north opens in tandem with

the door at 5. Open Door 5, then dash north

across the hall to add the Rocket Launcher

to your inventory. Return to 5. Once you enter, lis-

ten for the snarling of the Spectre. You won't be

able to see him, but his growl is a dead giveaway.

Fire quickly down the east and west halls to

silence the invisible threat.

a From the pair of9 Switches, slosh

southeast through

the Terror Core's moat to

enter the tunnel at 3. The
southeast wall opens and clos-

es at regular intervals, so wait

for access. Your patience will be

rewarded with the Backpack
and Super Shotgun hidden

behind the tunnel's wall.

__ no soon as you start” Level 11, turn around and

activate the east wall to open

up a Secret Area. Inside you'll

find a Berserk to help you beat

the Bull Demons waiting outside

the entrance.

• Go on a search and destroy mis-

sion for demons patrolling the

moat. The area is overflowing with

blind alleys, so strafe around the cor-

ners. Flip the two Switches at 2. The

left Switch activates Area 3, and the

right Switch activates Area 4.

• Grab the Blue Skull Key in the

northeast alcove, then unlock the

blue door at A. Arm your Super

Shotgun and be ready to dodge

fireballs, because a Hell Knight is

on guard behind the entrance.



DOOM 64A An army of Knights and Imps patrols the^ floor and the upper ledge to the west. Your

i—

£

-i Super Shotgun is efficient and effective

I lW fi against most demons, so arm it. After wag-
ing war against the demons, flip the

Switch. Behind the northeast doorway, demons will

try to scorch you with their fireballs. You'll have a

clear shot at them, but the torch blocking the door-

way prevents them from attacking you. Declare

open season on the sitting

ducks and open fire. j?

ft Tour the courtyard to gatherw supplies, then head south.

When you trip Switch C,

you'll activate the
|
—

—

elevator at B, but
.

H| you’ll also summon
a mob of demons
to the courtyard.

An automatic weapon Ip*'
will be your best
defense, so arm your

. .

• Take Elevator B to reach 8.

Fire Rockets at the Hell

Knight in the doorway west
of you. Flip Switch D, then

station yourself in the door-H way. A Mancubus is on

guard at C, so use the door-

way for shelter. Bury him

with your Rockets, then use the

teleporter at 8 to warp to E.

After snagging the

Yellow Key to the west
of you, dive north to acti-

vate the second story

wall Switch. If you hit the

Use Button just as you fly

by the Switch, you'll open
Secret Area 10.

Follow the curving passage to

load up on Bonuses. The path
leads to a ledge facing a

Supercharge on a ledge to the

southwest. The jump is diffi-

cult, and it might be easier to

leap backwards, using your

Map for guidance.

Beat the Cacodemon, then hop onto the

corridor's western ledge. Stand in the

southwest corner to briefly open Area F.

Quickly skim along the ledge to F. With a

running start in F, jump to the eastern

ledge, then head to G for the Armor.



• Face north then strafe to

sidestep to the east hall.

Shoot the Knight, grab the

Health Bonuses, then flip

“ the Switch in the middle

hall to make stairs appear in the

east hall. Climb them to the

Plasma Gun and hit the Switch

behind it.

• Hit the Switch west of

the blue door to acti-

vate the nearby eleva-

tor. Ride it to the upper

level, then trip the

, , V- Switches at the 5 and

IrTf at Area C to open

Area 6.

• Hit Switch E and nab

the Partial Invisibility

Sphere. Run to 8. then

open the red door to

battle the Barons of

• Hell. If you mount your

attack from the bot-

tom of the stairs, you'l).

be far enough away so

the Barons can't

see you. Save
ammo by lining

the Barons one

behind the other

so the front

demon will

absorb the oth-

ers' fireballs.

• Reenter
Area 4,

then fol-

low the

middle

hallway around the

fortress. Flip the northeast

Switch, then launch

Rockets at the Hell Knight

at 7 Hit the Switch at 7.

then take the elevator at

6 to the Imps' cell, which

also holds the Red Key

Wade through the murk^ and clear out the demons

• infesting the moat and

surrounding fortress

walls. Once the area is

secured, activate the north

wall at 1 to open the Secret

Area that conceals a

Supercharge.

Teleport from Area 2 to Area A. Walk

around the perimeter of the castle to

fight any Imps and demons in your path

and on the upper ledges of the castle.

Flipping Switches is the key to getting

through Doom 64, and flipping the

I

Switch at 3 will help you get the Blue

|
Key. Trip the Switch, then journey

through the candlelit tunnel by A. At

the end of the tun-

nel in Area B,

KHBKprC I you'll find the key.

• Trip the Switch south of 4. A plat-

form will rise temporarily to

bridge the gap to 10. Sprint across, then

head for the Exit at 10. As you approach

it, bars will lower in front of it, and an

Imp will appear behind you to pre-

vent your departure. Quickly face

north to blast the Imp. Your victory

will remove the bars to win you safe

passage to unlucky Level 13.

@ mmmomat



0 Shoot the demon in the

north hall, but beware of

booby traps. The south

corner opens up to shoot
darts along the sides of the

hall, so stay out of the trajec-

tories by walking down the

center of the hallway.
Jump into the fire

and grab the Key.

Hurry out, or you'll get

burned by the fire and the

attacks of the Baron.

After defeating him,

cautiously open the yel-

low door to fight the

Baron guarding the Exit.

Take him out, then make
your way out by hitting

the Switch.

Trip the Switch for

an elevator ride up
to the Red Key. When
you take the Key, you'll

summon demons to Area
9. Counterattack from
Area 14, since most of

the demons won't be

able to lob their fire-

balls high enough to

reach you there.

Head north, while stayingw
in the center of the corri-

dor to avoid the darts. In the

north corner, touch the wall to

expose the Secret Area. Inside,

you'll find a Backpack and a
cache of Rockets and ammo to

fill it with.

The Shotgun on the altar baits you to be ambushed
by a Baron of Hell. Take the bait and immediately

fire in front of you. The walls will drop, and the

Baron will charge you from the west. Defeat the

Baron, then trip the Switch on the west
side of pillar B to open 4. Q

The maze isw
filled with

Hj blind spots
HB where you

can get

caught off guard.

Avoid surprise attacks
by strafing around cor-

ners. At the yellow

arrow, flip the Switch to

open G.

• Activate the

shelf by the

A
white arrow to

lower the small

bookcases. If

you stand in one
of their spots, a book-
case will reemerge to

lift you up.

A Walk a few steps past

the doorway, but don't

walk too far into the

room-your steps will cause
the floor to drop into a pit of

lava below.

To reach Area 12, flip the Switch on the

north side of the post that hangs from

the ceiling. The Switch will lower the floor to

the library of Area 12.Spectres lurk in this

forest of pillars Hunt

down the demons, then

flip the Switch on the

north side of the center

pillar to openC.

Quickly leap from
the ledge across

!
the two pillars to

reach the Mega
Armor. It may be

r to use your map for

rd arrow on the Destroy the Barons,

oints to an illu-
” return to Area 7, then

concealing a jump from the window to

i. Power up with get the Invulnerability

1 7 and fire through Sphere. Flip Switch D.

> at the throng of H Even though you'll trigger

-jr a massive dart attack,

: you'll be invincible to the

.
, v., .

onslaught. Follow the arrows

. . - to the Blue Key at E and the

)
1 ' elevator out.

• A good secret's hard to keep: hidden

behind the north wall of 10 is a Secret

• Area housing the powerful BFG 9000 and
a Mega Sphere.

Open the wall, I

-
then follow the Area's |f§f|pSl§
hallway north for a

weapons upgrade and

head east for a Health

Boost. V,7: i\'

Jump down from
Area 7 to Area 9

and scour the room
for Imps and
Cacodemons. Enter

F with the Blue

Key, then turn on

the Switch inside.

VOLUME 96
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pen the north or west door leading to Area 8,

rten open fire with an automatic weapon to

the militia of Lost Souls. When you've frac-

II the flaming skulls, head to the Switch in

^ your guns

warmed up,

because when
the elevator

lifts you to Area

7, a Zombie will

be waiting to

blast you. Blow

him away, then

arm an automat-

ic weapon
before opening

either of the

doors leading to

8. Behind the

doors, not only

will you find the

Exit, but you'll

also find a pack

of Lost Souls.

Flip the Switches

at Areas 3 to

access 4. Touch

the right panel a'

to briefly open D.

Dive into the moat,

then enter the area

by the green triangle on

the map to seize the BFG

A Arm a laser *

weapon or

Chaingun.

because Lost

Souls will

charge you from

the northwest

as you enter Area 5.

Blast past them to reach

F. If you flip the Switch,

you'll open Door E

unleashing Hell Knights

and Imps. The confining

• Shoot the battalion of Zombies

based on the terraces and adjacent

lower levels to the north and west.

Lay them to rest, then revitalize

with the Supercharge at G. Hovering

• Cacodemons to the north will be

summoned to your presence, so

ready your guns and ground them.

Descend the northeast or southwest

stairs, bust the invisible Spectre haunting

the staircases, then get a lift from the ele-

vator to Area 7.
,

• Area 4 is plagued by a Cacodemon, a Pain

Elemental, a Mancubus, and Lost Souls and

Imps. The rapid fire Plasma Gun shot]i d easily foil

most of the demons, but the area will continue to

overflow with monsters unless you destroy the Pain

Elemental. The hovering demon spews smarms

Lost Souls, so try to defeat it first. Blast ,he Lost

Souls, Imps and Cacodemon, then send your Rockets

hurtling at the Mancubus.

get cornered.

retreat to the court-

yard of Area 4. Lure

the demons outside or

fire your weapons at

them through the win-

dows of 5.

NINTENDO POWER
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A Activate the portraits on the north and
south walls to make a Shotgun and

ammo appear. Open the door, but stay in the

doorway. Fend off the demons or let them
fight amongst themselves. When you hear

the fray die down, head out.

w
traits to the east and west
will launch a barrage of hom-
ing missiles at you. Run to the

northwest comer where the mis-

siles won't reach you. When the

smoke clears, warp from A to 3.

Aft Use B for
" v shelter and firen into the cells to

IB exterminate the

Arachnotrons. Open
C, hit the south

Switch, then watch
. the cubes. If you flip

the Switch directly

across the cube the

sphere first appeared on, the key will

appear. Walk backwards into the key,

then blast the Lost Souls.

• Open the blue gate in 2 to warp to 4.

You'll materialize in the middle of

___ demon crossfire, so rush to the D

|l| Areas. The Arachnotrons won't have
a clear shot at you, so focus your

firepower on the Imps. Defeat them, then

shift the attention of your attacks on the

robot spiders.

E, then blast the Imps

in the cells and the

demons on Platform 6.

Hit Switch F to power
Warp G, then fire your

Chaingun at the Lost

Souls flying behind

the window of 7.

"5
.! The Imps in the

cells flanking

the corridor will toast

and sandwich you with
fireballs, so make
them bite the dust

before you jump into

the hall.

Sprint north through the booby-
trapped hall to avoid being hit by the

darts. Grab the Red Key in the northwest room,

then blast the Baron of Hell to the south. Warp from

4 to 1, destroy the Arachnotrons and Lost Souls, then

open the red door. A Baron of Hell stands between you

If you're a quick-drawin'

sharpshooter, the Mega
Armor and Supercharge

could be your prizes. From
the window of 7, shoot

Switch H, quickly pivot

right, then shoot Switch I.

The platforms surrounding

the bonuses will —
briefly lower, and if

you're fast enough,

you can board a

platform to ride it up

to the item. Snag your

bonuses, then warp from G
to Area 4.

and the Exit. Blast him for

your ticket to Level 16.

, y
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Bipod Keep
A Wade to 3, then

destroy the Imp on

guard there. Take the

elevator to the top level

where the Key waits for

you. Soldiers also await
your arrival, so be pre-

pared to fire to the

north as soon as the

elevator takes you up.

Stock up on the bonuses lining the terrace

ledge, and shoot the Imps patrolling along

the tops of the moat walls. When you've

pacified the area, activate the switch at B
to lower the Shotgun at C. Add it to your

inventory, then journey through the moat.
After shooting the soldiers in A, enter

the cell. Watch your back, because a

Zombie will attack from the west.

Open the west window by acti-

vating the skull portrait. From

this window and the one to the

east, blast the demons outside.

dfc Ready your guns and -yll .
•

.

shoot the Zombies ~ i i H-
:

:

stationed behind the red tS j
door. Trip the Switch to

.
r
-

1

activate the western ele- \l£j
vators. Ride to the upper

ledge, beat the Imp, then hit

the Switch. Mount a Rocket
attack against the Baron you've

released on the main floor. Blast him

into demon dust, then enter his holding

area to flip the exit Switch.

the bars blocking G. Quickly run to the

bookcase perpendicular to the bars and

touch it to lower it, then stand in its

spot. If you head into G as soon as the

A Shoot your
'

' -
;

—
way through

the tunnel to

rid it of
’ ' '

Imps. Arm
your Chaingun at 0, _ -y ,.- •

then hit the Switch
'

to lower the
Supercharge at the

north end of the

ledge. When you power up with it. Lost Souls

will flood the tunnel, so spray bullets into the

window. Reenter the tunnel to claim the Key.

• Arachnotrons guard 10 by shooting

lasers from their cells that flank the

yellow door. Strap on

your Rocket Launcher,

H
and, from the stairs,

fire your missiles into

their cells. When the

coast is clear, enter 11.

— _ . .... D c A Shoot the Spectre down the hall, then

0 Radioactive waste tills Room G, 50
^
aP W enter 8. Eliminate the Knight and ImpsW reel island ta island te ..act. E. If ,on

te.roii.ing that library. Activate Bnokca
fall into the toxic waste, your only way •'

Htnrpupa
M

, a
’

to safety is to quickly trudge back to Wet Area
[-he; T

the room's entrance. Once you've «
, k ri with S 5 ft

hopped to E. fight the Hell Knight behind the
Rocketsand !

door to earn the Blue Key.
Enerqy Cells Flip the

•

• 4 A Room 11 is built above a lava pit, and^ all but the middle pathway of the

floor will drop into it. If you fall into ^he

burning ring of fire, you'll meet an

inescapable molten doom. Play it safe by

fighting from the doorway. Once you've

exorcized the room
of its demons, the D
floor will drop out. ra

Enter the room and U
carefully traverse ffl

to the Exit. |

pieces, hop out the south window and head to 10.

NINTENDO POWER



A Watch your step, because
around every corner of this

room, new troops of demons will

appear at the end of the halls.

Station yourself at each corner to

wage war with the demons. Facing

north at 1, use your Super Shotgun

to battle the Imps, Spectres, and

Hell Knights.

A Collect the Blue Skull

Key and restock on i
,-«J

ammo at 2. Wait for the Bull

Demons to stampede from 3.
-

Since they can attack only at

close range, conserve ammo by

massacring them with your Chain Saw.
Arm your Rockets,

I then head to 3.

Still more wrathful

demons lurk around

the bend. Fire your Rocket
Launcher at the Hell

Knights, then scour the area
for supplies and any demons
you may have overlooked.

At 3, launch a massive
attack against the Knights,

Imps, Spectres and Cacodemons
approaching from 4. Lost Souls

will eventually blaze into the

melee, so arm your Plasma Gun
for quick retaliation.

ft -
~1 || You can see the Pain“

Elemental slumbering in

Chamber 5, but you can't attack it until you open
the gate. If you relentlessly fire your Plasma Gun
as soon as you raise the gate, you'll destroy the

Elemental before it has time to

l
«v~Q<>-o react - After it explodes, hit the

III
Switch to access the elevator.

Cyberdemon
|

f J 1 I

from behind the

bars of 9. He can’t

hit you there, but

you’ll be able to

sear and defeat

him with your pen-

tagram-branded —L*4ae
laser gun. The Cyberdemon may be your

toughest foe so far, but even more treach-

erous doom brews in the levels ahead.

A Wave after H ^
wave of demons

will flood the arena.

Blast the Zombies - c

who appear in the -
center and the Bull ^
Demons and Imps that ;—

“

appear in the sides of the arena. Switch

to Rockets to battle the Knights,

Arachnotrons and Mancubuses, then

quickly retreat to the east hall.

Start

Get rid of the Imps
seething in the circu-

lar hallway, then tele-

port from 6 to A and C
to D. Drop down from
Warps A, C and D to

collect the Health and

Armor Bonuses on the

ledges below. At Warp
A, shoot the bird cage
by B to open the

Secret Room behind

you. Do the same at

Warp C, then trip the

Switches in both of

the Secret Rooms to

open up Secret Area 7.

Enter Area 7 to increase your

health with the Mega Sphere at the

end of the tunnel. Armies of demons
wait in Area 8 for you, so power up

with the Invulnerability Sphere in the

east alcove of 7.

I~| When you grab

the Berserk in B,

an Imp will

attack from the east.

Stay on guard by back-
ing into the Berserk.
When the Imp confronts
you, the Berserk will

have increased your
punching strength, so

sock it to him.

Back into E to suit up in the Mega Armor.
Blast the Imp who closes in on you from the

west. You’ll also alert Cacodemons and Lost Souls
outside in the main hallway, so keep your trigger

finger warmed up.

Vou're quite the trooper if you've made it this far, but

you're only halfway through the game, soldier. In the
second-and darker half-of Doom 64, you'll haue to endure
twice as many demons and dangers. fTlore secrets and
tricks are also buried in the necropolis, but to find them,
you'll haue to uiait until our recon team relays info on the
next leuels. In the meantime, stick to your guns and don't
wander too far, or you'll haue the deuil to pay.

IINTENDO
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rescue

Creel in's, Banana Bird hunters!

Barnacle Bear here. I bel you didn't

know an old sail like me was. sayyy.to

the ways of the wilderness, but I know

exactTy~how the Banana Bird flies.

Listed below- are the 15'

hidden habitats where you
'

can find this Rare bird.

Score Four with
the Motorboat

Swim into Smuggler’s Cove

See Brash after you top

his record time in

Riverside Race.

W Fire up
[ Old Bessie

If you take the present Blizzard Bear

gave you to Blue Bear in Cotton-Top

RCove, he'll give you a Bowling Ball. The

I Bowling Ball doubles as ammunition for

I Old Bessie, Bazooka Bear's prize cannon.

Give the ball to

I Bazooka. He'll

launch you into

[

Sky-High Secret.

Free Three
with the
Hovercraft

Swim into Bounty Bay
inside Cotton-Top Cove.

Complete Mekanos Island,

then pick the Flower grow-

ing near Bramble’s

Bungalow and give it to



The Secret of Sewer Stockpile
There's a special way to swim around the rocks to

unlock the gates of Sewer Stockpile, a secret cave in

Kaos Kore. Give Baffle Bear the Mirror so he can crack

the code revealing the T
secret path for opening

the gates. Of course, you

could just swim circles K' ,ar
'f .— •^wlO|Ey

around the rocks and see

what happens.



Give Bjorn the Wrench
gBjorn Bear could fix his rickety chairlift

|f he had his Wrench. Barter Bear

l/vill trade the Wrench for the Mirror. After

[Bjorn repairs the lift, he'll give you a ^
[free ride up to the highest point on

™
[

Razor
p5jS£SpKj[«LRidge.

hat's
4’. ft here
l find

L .

' ‘
•

Five Arrive
with the

p Turbo

Play the tune in the

Undercover Cove.

Break the ice in the

Glacial Grotto on Kc

Deliver Blizzard

^Bear’s present to

Blue Bear in Cotton-

Top Cove. Take
Blue’s Bowling Ball

to Bazooka’s

Barracks in

Set a Record in

Riverside Race
I Beat Brash Bear's record time of 1:15

I in Riverside Race to discover Arich's

Hoard. Pop into Brash's cabin and tell

Shim about your feat. He'll have a

I ground-pounding temper tantrum that

will jar loose

,

1

jidQBP log, creating

i bridge lead-

j£jaBSHMSi3^Ejl|^Bn8 10 Arich's

Sr j n^Bdoard.

Mekanos.

the Mirror for the

Wrench. Take the

Wrench to Bjorn o

Reclaim the Mirror

from Barter Bear
and give it to Baffle

Bear in the Kaos
Kore.

Free Three
More with the

1 Gyrocopter

|
You can swim to both the^^^^^J
Banana Birds in Lake Orangatanga,

but you'll need to take the Seashell

L wilh you. Buy the Seashell at Bazaar's

j
General Store and give it to Barnacle

Bear, then swim beneath Lake

. *JM77*1 Orangatanga's

; '55^4660*^ 'Itoorth bridge

Bnd explore

1111
•

11

Drop in on Belcha’s

Burrow.

Land on K’s Kache.

Soar to Hilltop

Hoard.









FREE ALL FIFTEEN BANANA BIRDS
AND UNLEASH THE WRATH OF
THE QUEEN BANANA!

v 4, DKC 3 isn't just about rolling

^ |
I around levels and stomping on

\
" B K. Rool's Kremlings. If you free all

' 01 the Banana Bircls in the CrVstal Caves -

/- "\\_\ 1 03% and see a special ending. To rescu

S’ Bird, you need to find its hidden cave

the crystal melody echoing in the ch;

on and learn the locations of every bin!

WRINKLY KNOWS
THE SCORE
As you release each Banana Bind,- it

will fly hack l« roost in Wrinkly's

humble abode. Count the birds your-

self or check

whenever you

I. sav_C- ..your

I game. When
1 vou get (lose

‘.^tol.-co rrtyFlefintf

(V birds . 'inside rFiX,

I® Wrinkly's house willVecome* re:

It's easy to find all the birds

you've collected all the DK Coir

irfyouTree 15 Banana Birds

Irom the crystal caves,

|he flock will smash the j

^spell that holds the

Dueen Banana Bird. She'll

prop in on K.Rool, adding a

Sunny twist to the ending.

, break the magical

spell holding Tlie Queen
* -Banana Bird^but-allTS-Banana

. Birds can do it. Find the birds and

I sot them free.



S
creen shots of Konami's Goemon 5,

have been appearing in Japanese

gaming magazines for several

months, and they clearly show a high

level of quality and a wide range of set-

tings, actions and camera angles.

Although Goemon isn't an RPG, it does

fall into the category of adventure

the title, Legend of the Mystical Ninja.

The hero of Goemon uses items,

weapons and tools on his adventure,

has a heart meter (just like Zelda), and

talks to folk in the medieval Japanese

setting in which the game takes place.

As it is likely that this game will be

released before Zelda 64, it should go a

long way towards whetting the

appetites of adventure fans.

MORE EPIC PICS FROM
EARTHBOUND 64

T he developers at Nintendo HQ
in Kyoto can't seem to contain

themselves when it comes to

sharing their latest work on Earthbound

64. Who are we to argue? This latest

offering shows the Forest of Chimera,

where the game is said to begin and

where you can meet villagers collecting

mushrooms. As you wander in the

woods, you'll come across a pipeline

with water rumbling inside.

MYSTICAL NINJA
ON N64

CONTENTS
• Epic News

Page 5

1

• Wonder Project \2
Page 52

• Harvest Moon Strategies

Page 54

games such as Zelda and Gaia, and a

little known Super NES title called

Legend of the Mystical Ninja. In fact,

Pak Watch has it on good authority that

Goemon will be introduced before the

end of the year in North America with

During the winter months, you'll have

to bundle up for the heavy snow. And if

you run into this army of porkers, what-

ever you do, don't ham it up.

VOLUME 96 |



' 1996 GIVRO/MINT/ENIX

Josette's volatile emotion chips react

according to your instructions.

Enix's lilonder Project J2 is available

only in Japan, and there are no plans to

introduce this flBM game in llorth

Rmerica, but it's an interesting title. This

game doesn’t haue flashy graphics, but

its innovative concept and software

interface is worth checking out. Read all

about it in this month's exclusive Epic

Center report.

Since you can't control Josette
directly, you’ll need to use Bird,

a special communications robot,

to do the talking for you. In this

scene, you instruct Bird to pick

up a few items necessary for

teaching Josette.

Aw
i video game,

VWonder Project

J2 defies categorization. The only ani-

mated game similar to it was its predecessor,

Wonder Project, a Super Famicom title released in

Japan two years ago. in Wonder Project, gamers pro-

MOW PLA/JM3
grammed an android boy named Pino. Wonder Project

J2 follows this same "blank slate" premise, but the plot

centers around an orphaned android girl named Josette.

J

osette's artificial intelligence allows players to teach

her about the world. While her memory chips retain

copious amounts of information, she has a hard time

understanding common sense issues. Her judgment is

frequently clouded by her volatile emotion chips,



Josette will frequently

pause the action to ask
you questions. Your

response can help or

hinder her intellectual

development.

With the exception of

three arcade areas, most ^
levels are one room I

stages where Josette must

solve problems and H
interact with her neigh- I

bors. As you progress in I

'

the game, you'll uncover I

an evil plot to take over (___ I

the world hatched by the HNH|
Siliconian Empire. If you've arfflfl

trained Josette properly, she'll find HM
a way to foil the plan. Aside from

guiding Josette through several 3-D

mazes, players must passively

watch the animated sequences unfold near

the game. Depending on your programmi

patience, Josette will either save the world

create the kind of chaos that only a

computer can produce.

making it tough for players to

interact with her.

As you explore Colro Island,

Josette will ask you questions.

It's up to you to show her the dif-

ference between right and wrong.

r I y 4
\ r Unfortunately, your

J J J ^ J a J xJ responses are limited

to "Yes," "No," "I Don't Know," "Take This," and "Go Here."

These succinct replies are often misconstrued, allowing an

overeager Josette to jump to incorrect conclusions, creating

hilarious and frequently frustrating situations. To further compli-

cate matters, you must communicate all of your instructions

through a flying robot companion named Bird. Since the game

action is nonstop, you have to be quick about relaying your

intentions to Bird, especially when Josette wanders into per-

ilous situations.

Wonder Project J2

has 25 areas to

Josette needs to earn money, so you'll help

her learn several new skills, including piloting

a fishing submarine and flying a plane.

Later on in the game you'll

discover that Josette holds

a mysterious alien power.

The vile empress of the

Siliconian Empire will stop
at nothing to steal this

power and rule the world.

You can only watch the

last part of the game
unfold. If you've pro-

grammed Josette prop-

erly, she'll do everythin;

right and save the woric

VOLUME 96



JUST GIVE
ME MONEY-
THAT'S WHAT

I WANT
Your ending in Harvest Moon

depends on how much hap-

piness you find during your

300 days on the farm. Money

won't buy you the happiest

ending, but some aspiring—if

not slightly grumpy militant

aires—love to find ways-tb up

their gold coin totals , at the/

end of the garde. With dlls

mind,, we've put together the
*

top secrets for turning your

- farminto-e financial success/*

Grow a
Bumper Crop

1 / Time is^money, especially

when yop have, crops ready,

to/be picked -or seeds- for

y planting/ Pay close-attention

/ to ypur time pn task, especial-

ly during-the spring and sum-

y mer:''Since time stands still

inside the hen house and cat-

tle barn, make those buildings

your first stops in the morn-

ing. Milk, brush and talk to

your cows, then collect all

your eggs and feed your

chickens. You can complete

both of these tasks before the

clock can tick past 6:00 a.m.

Next, spend your time in the

fields picking as much pro-

d NINTENDO POWER

Don't waste your time on a poorfarm! This month's Epic Center shows you

a vault full of strategies on how to become a rich rancher in Natsume's

Harvest Moon. Just remember-Money won’t buy you the happiest ending!

square. The skijmy C-

shaped, seven-crof) plot

allows fpr- easy watering! but

it will'yield only severperops

$*» *SS

n: :ifhi :n
;r ks

duce as possible before the

shipper arrives at 5:00 p.m. If

you don't have produce to

pick, gather berries, fruits,

herbs or mushrooms in the

nearby forest and stick them

in the shipping bin./fslever

,

let a day pas/ without

making mpney.
j

Plan Your Plots

'You /should orga'nize y.oiir

.^growing areas so -you can'

maximize youc/rop yield. If

you build'd'3x3 square, vou.

wop'f'be able io harvest the

plant in the middle of tf^e

Ah eight-square crescent yields a

large number of crops while

allowing complete access to all

your vegetables.

in a 3x3 area. A fat C- shaped,

eight-square plot is a little

harder to water, but you will

IO!1 11! ilil

Is HI SI HI i

sill! m\
*** ^Ifp .!

still be able to access all the

crops, and you'll get the most

money out of your initial

investment. Build a fence

around your garden to protect

your produce from wild ani-

mals, but leave a path

You can't water or pick the crops

in the middle of a 3x3 square, but

you can develop a strategy for

designing your garden.

between your garden and the

fence so you can pick all ol

your vegetables. Until yeti

i

:

I f! s test 1

1 %<** inil
A seven-square crescent yields'

fewer vegetables than other plot

desiyns'but its easy to water,
1

with the- sprinkler.

Traditional rows' of produce are

also easy to water, but only 2/3 of

seeds you plant will grow, so your

profit will be liniited.

> S' < *

My*-- - .dull grown horse, ,,

^you'll vyant t<^ plant y.our

ro|)s as close as possible to

le Plant your

lutlying areas around

the farm.

Run, Don’t Walk!

Hold down your B Button to

run from task to task. Running

saves valuable time and

doesn't deplete your charac-

ter's energy supply. Every fif-

teen seconds of real time

equals an hour in the game,

so try to spend as little time as

possible moving between

your chores. And avoid the

fences—jumping fences takes

longer than running. The

fewer fences you have to

vault on your daily routine,

the faster you'll get your

i work done.

Rake in the
Mooola!
Your Dairy can be the biggest

source of revenue on your

farm, so milk your cash cows

for everything they're worth. It

takes 21 days for a store-

bought cow to mature, but

you'll spend twice as long

raising your own calves. The

sooner you can milk your

cows, the quicker you'll turn a

profit, so save time and

money by purchasing all your^ - j
cows at the Livestock Storeflr

the owner of the Livestock

Store won't sell y«iu a cow

until you grow more grass, try^v'

selling* iim a; few 'chickens.

Unlike in real life, cows and..-

chiCkens eat the same arpodnt ,
of food .in'* Harvest''Moon.

Since 'cows^cafi earn more

moneyjpr'you tha/chickfns,

it makes udder sense, to Keep

more Bpvines
\
than fowl'

Finally, ^pL(r^covv produces

knoretpm wherpsKe is happy.

Talk'to yopr cows and brush

'‘all qffhem each day when

feeding them. A dairy full of

contented cows will produce

l



4,200 gold pieces per day

—

that's 126,000 gold pieces

each season!

A dairy packed with twelve
contented cows will net you
4,200 gold pieces each day.

Nest Egg or
Chicken Feed?
You need to buy only one

chicken to start building your

poultry empire. A full grown

chicken produces one egg

every day, provided you feed

it and keep it Oyt of the rain.

You can sell-'tne egg for 56

gold pieces or place.' it in the

/
incubatpr- and raise chicks.

The only/ disadvantage 40

feeding chickens'is that;a full

hen hoyse consumes •, the

samp'amount of (bod as .a sta-

hjefull of cows. The mostypu

/can earn frorrKa coop full of

£ eggs is a measly 600 gold

\pieces per day. You'll collect

an additional 500 gold pieces

for every chicken you sell,

but this strategy reduces your

egg revenue. Your best bet is

to add chickens into your bot-

tom line when you have an

abundance of fodder to feed

your flock.

Social Life?
What Social Life?
Ypur sprouting crops will

/Iceep you out of the town dur-

ing the daylight hours most of

the spring and summer, and-

most of the town will' be

asleep by the time the shipper

arrives to pick up your pro-

duce. This isn't a problem if

you're trying to date Eve, who

works at the Inn during the

evenings, but you'll be

stymied if you try to meet

If the shipper arrivesjust after

you've picked a vegetable, he

won't take it. Instead go to the Inn

and give it to Eve as a gift.

anyone else. Weigh the costs

,

of your gifts against jyMi,r

financial goals. If ypu're trying

to become a millionaire, you

must tend your/ields late into,

the night. If ypu were married,

..,-feur wije' would leave yqy-

if you'always came home/ery

.date flayers whpl'w'ant tp

' go^i'or the^bijT bucks might

he h.iojSrar lyvingr the Stogie

life/' Perhaps you can get

married alter, vpu earn your

first/nil'ion//

A Horse! My
Farm-dom for a
Horse!

You'll find a foal during your

first winter at your ranch

When your horse matures

you'll bo able to load him up

with a saddle and saddlebags.

Many players fail to realize

that the saddlebags serve the

same function as the shipping

box. Instead of lugging all

your produce to the shipping

bin, load the vegetables into

your horse's saddlebags. Now
you won't have to waste yguF

time running between the

shipping box and your fields

all day long.- /

DIARY OF A MILLIONAIRE:
THE FIRST YEAR

§SMonday. 1st Day of Spring—Spent entire day meeting ?

ghbors. No way to get around it. /

^-Tuesday, 2ndDay ofSpring—Planted radishes and grass. -|

cleared entire parcel of land in one night!

JpWednesday, 3rd Day of Spring through Saturday, :

p 6th Day of Spring—Ran to the forest and picked wild
./;

grapes and herbs, then bought seeds whenever I had money. /

j?.
Watered crops and tilled fields at night.

' Sunday. 7th Day ofSpring—Harvested first radish crop!:

I did the math and found out that potatoes make more money

than radishes, so I'm going to concentrate on growing pota-

{ toes for the rest of the season. Started saving up for a cow.- •

Monday. Mth Day of Spring— Bought first and only ?

(
v chicken. HI raise the rest. I have a field full of potatoes m

Sf- Thursday, 18th Day ofSpring—Used revenue from pota-
§|

§ toes to buy my first cow! 1 also bought a brush, but I’ll wait §j

/ until my cow matures before I spring for a milking machine.;.!

£ Tuesday, 23rd Day of Spring -Today was the Flower

Festival, hut I didn't spend a lot of money trying to impress £

F ptople. One bottle of perfume is quite a chunk of change,
j

|
aod I'm saving up for another cow.

mWerlnesday. 1st Day of Summer Went to Flower Shop f

[.
and purchased corn and tomato seeds. Stayed up late and-'

:
planted and watered every seed I bought. The sooner I get "

jp
these crops growing, the more money I’ll earn!

Friday, 3rdDay ofSlimmer—The Livestock Store keep-

:r wont sell me any more cows until I grow more grass. I

/ Spent a silo full of cash on grass seed at the Flower Shop.

Friday. 10th Day of Summer—Harvested first tomato

crop. Watered the plants I picked so I'll get another batch of

/tomatoes growing soon.

Monday. 13th Day of Summer—Harvested first corn £

K ' crop, and my tomatoes are ready to pick again! I'm spending'

Sr? all my daylight hours in the field.

H Monday, 20th Day of Summer—Bought a Sprinkler at

the Hardware Shop! Now it fakes less time to water my
plants, but 1 still spend all the daylight hours picking

produce, so I'll use the sprinkler at dusk.
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FORAGING IN THE FOREST-
YOUR BOTTOM LINE

ARE SPUDS THE DUDS? THE MATH FACTS
So if the shipper pays you more for potatoes than for radishes, you'll earn the more money just growing tons of potatoes each

spring, right? Yes and No. It takes four days for radishes to grow big enough to be picked. It takes nearly a week for potatoes

to grow. In a 30-day season, you'll harvest radishes seven times. During the same period of time you'll barely harvest your pota-

toes five times. While radishes gross 5% more in revenue than potatoes, the seeds for each vegetable cost the same. Your radish

profit melts away when you

add in the cost of buying

your extra bags of seeds.

When you figure in the

expenses, potatoes give

you a net profit of 11%

over radishes. Spuds are

the veggies millionaires bet

their money on in the

spring. Ready for more fun

farming facts? The chart to

the right outlines the gross

profits for one season's

worth of earnings on an

eight-square area. 'If you keep watering your tomatoes and torn, you <an pick more veggies every inree aays.

Q NINTENDO POWER

Sell poison mushrooms to the

shipper for 200 gold pieces. Your

girlfriend likes to cook the normal

mushrooms. Save these for her.

Pick Your Poison

During the fall you'll find a

variety of mushrooms in the

nearby forest. The shipper

will pay 150 gold pieces for

normal fungi, but

even more if you

mushrooms. You

poison

lower right cottier

est. Unlike Iheir

counterparts, poison
.
mush-

rooms have yellow warts on

>their tops. If you run fast

enough,, you can stuff three-'
1

poison mushrooms into the

bin before 5:00 p.m. Picking

three poison \ mushrooms-

eaph day adds 600 gold

pieces tq-your coffer.

4 i profit potential,

don't buythe item. Another

ng a

you/

iupOr

y Deluxe Log Home, which will

save you 15,000 gold pieces.

Sipgle guys can stay out as late

J&s they want to, too. If you're

planning on getting married,

you can use some thrifty dat-

Item Profit

Spring
Cave Herb 200 Cold Pieces

Fish 200 Gold Pieces

Wild Grapes 150 Gold Pieces

Summer /
Cave Herbs 200 Gofd Pieces

Fish 200 G^bld Pieces

Southern Fruits . . .150 Gold Pieces

Fall

Cave Herbs
”. ./00 Gold Pieces

Fish
5

.200 Gold Pieces

Mushrooms .150 Gpld Pieces

PoisorpMushroqm/. ’r'... . . . . . . .200 Gold Pieces

Moon Flower* •
• y • -600 Gold Pieces

Winter ^

Cave Herbs . . ... Z . . .

.

\ . . .y* • • -200 Gold Pieces

‘One Moon Flower will grow only between the 10th and

the 1 2th of Fall.

Cut your Costs

You'll save money if y.oti trim

the comers on youK overhead

Don't buy more grass seed than

you need. Your silo can hold 999

bales.

winter. Grass seed is the most

expensive item in the Flower

Shop, so don't waste money

buying more than you need.

Don't waste your money on

unnecessary items. Money

doesn't grow on trees, so you

probably shouldn't give

20,000 gold pieces to the-
7

rough looking guy wearing a

black mask who shows up"try-

ing to sell you a,money tree.

Use common sen's© when



The Moon
is Rising!

The forest has the gifts you need

for free! You can find something

here year-round

ing strategies without looking

like a total tightwad. Never

buy a cake or purchase flow-

ers. If you want to give your

date flowers, pick them in the

forest. Don't waste your

money on the Flower Festival

Cave Herbs c,ontir je to grew
.throughout the winter. It is the

only-produce that grows all year.

"^perfupte. You can make the

sajrfe impression^ by giving

/your girlfriend.-s'even or eight

gifts you find in the forest. The

yforest has -everything you'll

need to make her happy

throughout the year. Pick flow-

ers in the spring, southern

fruits in the summer, mush-

rooms in the fall, and cave

herbs in the winter. Your girl-

friend will be grateful for any j

gift from the forest except poi-
j

son mushrooms. Do not use
\

the crops in your fields as gifts,
j

since this reduces your earn-
j

ings potential. If you're trying
|

to win Eve's favor, you can !

deliver any leftover harvest to I

her at the Inn at night. You can I

also take gifts to Erin here dur- j
ing the spring and fall. YQB'r

j

dates won't care how much
j

you paid for your' gift—it's the I

thought, not the cash, that j

counts. After/You're marrjed, i

^you'll ne^d to keep providing,

daily^presents to make^ydur

,wTfe happy, especially' if you

’plan <fn having kids. Frugal

farmers fin'cf that jrtps teAflip

forest" expend valuable^time,

-•^specially sjnce..- all th.eir

chopfes must be done- before

sunset.,Ifyou have'to cut into

your daily-revenue to find a

'gift, the least expensive gift

you can bring your wife is an

egg. Eggs produce the lowest

amount of revenue on your

farm. Since the chicken coop

is close to your house, you'll

hardly spend any time running

between the buildings. Money

can't buy you happiness, but

an egg a day will.

V Tuesday, 28th Day of Summer—Its almost the end of

the season, and I have more crops than 1 can possibly pick in .;

a day. Since corn is my biggest cash crop in the field. I’ll pick

tall of it before I harvest my tomatoes.

^Wednesday. 29th Day ofSummer—I went to the Flower

f Shop, bought a ton of grass seed and planted it today. Grass '

Brows in the spring, summer and fall, but I just learned that I

an t plant it during the fall or winter.

Thursday , 30th Day ofSummer—The Shipper just col- ;

Iglected the last harvest of the year. 1 gave all of my remaining a
1
vegetables to Eve at the Inn. 1 think she really likes me!

rriday. 1st Day of Fall—The harvest is over. I'm selling

it of my chickens to the Livestock Store. Not only will

p'ihis give me additional revenue, but it will cut down on the
|

£ Consumption of my silo supply so I can buy more cows. 9

k: Thursday. 7th Day of Fall—I'm taking care of my cows jl

and chickens in the mornings and picking poison mush- Is

i; rooms the rest of the day. In the evenings I cut grass so I'll :

& have plenty of food in my silo this winter.

; Monday, 11th Day ofFall—Found a Moon Flower today! |
It's worth 600 gold pieces!

/ Tuesday. 12th Day ofFall—Went to the Harvest Festival,

j I was supposed to bring some sort of food to the gathering.

S so I saved money by picking mushrooms on my way to the
'

square.

Sunday. 1st Day of Winter—Snow blankets all of my £

fields and I can't harvest any more grass until spring. 1 own '•••

twelve cows, which means that I'll need 360 bales of grass to

ted my herd this winter. I sold some more chickens to cut

down on feed consumption. Found a foal today!

'uesday, 2ndDay of Winter—Alter I milk and feed the

aws and chickens, I head for the cave in the forest to collect

herbs. If I found a shortcut, I might be able to squeeze in

three trips to the shipping bin before sunset.

Saturday, 7th Day of Winter—There was an earthquake
|

today! My farm is a mess and I'll spend all my evenings .

mending fences, but I did find a new shortcut to the forest

cave—and all I had to do was tell the truth!

Monday. 30th Day of Winter—Tomorrow is the first day- i

of spring, and I'm ready to have my most profitable season

ever. After the News Year's celebration. I'll run to the store

in the morning and buy enough potato seeds to keep me

planting until summer.
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Spirit diode
Spirit Mode grants you invinci-

bility and slows down the

game's action. To activate this

mode, enter THSSLKSCL as

your password.Pun Passwords and Cheats
If it's Tuesday and laser-toting raptors are dogging your

heels, then it must be Turok: Dinosaur Hunter! The follow-

ing passwords allow you to access some fun effects. To use

them, first highlight the Enter Cheat option on the Options

screen and press A to make the Password screen appear. Use

the Control Stick and the A Button to type in a password,

then highlight Enter and press A. If the password is valid, a

message will appear telling you that a specific cheat has

been activated. Press A to return to the Password screen.

You may now use the Delete command to clear the screen

and enter another password. You may enter as many pass-

words as you wish. When you're done, highlight Exit and

press A to return to the Options screen.

You'll now see a new Cheat Menu option. Highlight this

option and press A. A list of all the cheats you activated will

appear. Highlight each one and press A to turn them on and

off. Keep in mind that some cheats may not work together.

Gallery, Pt. 1

To see a "rogue gallery" of the

enemy characters, first enter

THBST as your password.

Now access the Cheat Menu,

highlight Gallery and press A.

Gallery, Pt. 2
You’ll now be able to scroll

through a roster of the game's

villains. Use the Control Stick

and various buttons to zoom

in, zoom out and rotate the fig-

ures. Press Start to exit.

Credits

To watch the credits cinema

scene, first enter FDTHMGS
as your password. Access the

Cheat Menu, highlight Credits

and press A. Press Start to

return to the Cheat Menu.
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Disco ITIode

To activate the Disco Mode,
enter SNFFRR as your pass-

word. This duplicates the

effects of the Spiritual

Invincibility item and causes

all enemies to dance in place!

The Pen & Ink Mode erases all

of the surface texture and

color off the game's graphics,

leaving a “wire frame" behind.

To activate this mode, enter

DLKTDR as your password.
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If you lose a match, you'll lose(

that character.

You’ll be able to play as any

character you've rescued.
Now you'll have some ghostly

(but tough) competition!
Complete a Time Trial run at i

below the time indicated.

r. /v

Bust the Ghosts
Mario Kart 64 is home to three very speedy spectres. To

make the special Course Ghosts appear, complete Time Trial

runs on the tracks below. If you meet or beat the times indi-

cated, a Course Ghost will challenge you on your next run.

Course Time
Luigi Raceway 1 :52.00

Mario Raceway 1 :30.00

Royal Raceway 2:40.00

’

rtEtavs

Play fls Other Characters
Here's a simple code that will allow you to play as other

"friendly" characters in the one-player Vs. Mode. After you

complete a stage, press and hold X and Y during the cinema

scene. A Player Select screen will appear before the next

match begins. You may now select any character you've res-

cued so far. If you use any character other than Yoshi and

lose the match, that character will disappear from the Player

Select screen. After you enter the code, the Player Select

screen will appear automatically before every match.

Super Bouil ULJin S Short Quarters
To see a generic version of the Super Bowl win screen, press

A, Y, A, Y and the L Button on the Game Setup screen. If

you'd like a really quick game, highlight the Quarter Length

option on the Game Setup screen and press Y, A, Y, A and the

R Button. The quarters will now be set at 1 5 seconds!

Slippery Floors
Here's a code you've probably activated from time to time,

but you may not have known exactly how you accomplished

it. To make the court slippery, press the A Button seven times

on the Matchup screen. This code gives the phrase, "Getting

waxed," a whole new meaning!

With short quarters, it will be

really tough to score.

You won't have any indication

that the code has been
entered correctly...

...until the game starts, that

You won't make the playoffs

with footwork like that!
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City Court

multiple Cheats and Codes
First, an apology. There's been some confusion over which

codes work with the Super NES and N64 versions of NBA
Hangtime. Here are all the codes we have for the Super NES

version. Except for the Team Photo code, all codes are

entered on the Matchup screen, and some work only in Two-

Player mode. Tune in next issue for N64 version codes!

120 Fast Passing
273 Stealth Turbo Meter
284 Maximum Speed
390 No Pushing Allowed
461 Unlimited Turbo
552 Hyper Speed
616 Maximum Blocking

709 Quick Hands (Maximum Steal)

802 Maximum Power
937 Legal Goal Tending

Rooftop Court
If you prefer a more dramatic

setting, head to rooftop court

by pressing Left, Left + Y, Left

and Left + Y.

Jungle Court
To head to the jungle, press the

L Button, the R Button, Select,

Start, Up, Down, A, B, Y and X.

no TagAflo Rssist
Press Left, Left, B and the R

Button to switch off the Tag

Arrows. To turn off the

Computer Assist option, press

Right, Right + B, Right, and
Right + B.

Pouter Special

For a combination of Unlimited

Turbo, Hyper Speed, Max
Block, Max Speed and Fast

Passing, press Up, Right,

Down, Left, Start, A, B, Y, X
and Select.

Championship
To see a "cheat" version of the

Championship screen, press

Start, Y, Right, A, B, Up, Start,

Up, Down, Down, Start, the L

Button, A, Down and Down.

If you'd like to play a pick-up

game far away from the cam-
eras and the crowds, press

Down + B, Down, Down + A,

Down, Down + X, Down,
Down + Y and Down.

Team Photo
To see a photo of the NBA
Hangtime development team,
enter "Funcom" as your name
and "1993" as your PIN.

Experts, shmexperts! If you've got an awesome tip or a killer code, send it in!

We'll print your stuff alongside the pros' codes. So what are you waiting for?

Warm up your brain pans, crack your knuckles and press those buttons!

flintendo Power
Classified Information
P.O. Box 97033
Redmond, UJR
98073-9733
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Olaf's prodigious aopetite, and suspect

. reading skills, doom the three Vikings to a

second adventure wheh he misreads a

"Don't Touch" sign. As a result of pushing

the button beneath, the sign, Olaf and his

Viking mates end up in Transylvania, and

they don 't
'

get any donuts. In order to

return to their own epoch and ship, the

Viks must puzzle their way through 31

stages in five time periods. And all the

while, the evil Tomator is hot on their

trail, thirsting for revenge.

Erik, Baleog and Olaf—those bumbling

Vikings—have returned to the Super NES
|p

only to find themselves lost in time and
j

;

space once again. Thanks to Interplay and a
1

new publisher. Big Rain, action/puzzle fans T
will have 31 new stages of Viking adven-

tures to master and two new characters who

join in the fray. So grab your shield, toss a
;

spear and a barrel Df pickled herring in the

longboat, and get ready to set sail for hilarious

hljink5 with The Lost Vikings 2.



THE LOST VIKINGS 2

losing r uikirg
The -Vikings just don't seem to be able to stay together. often send one Vik off to' a different place. When this hap
Malfunctioning Time Machines and incompetent helpers pens, the third spot is filled with a new character.

Fang the wolf.(who should not be mistaken for a defcr or a In the world of fantasy, the Vikings team up with Scorch,

platypus) joins the Vikings in Transylvania where7he has a fire-breathing, flying dragon. Although Scorch has never

been trapped in a cave. His great skill at jumping, and his lived by the sea, it seems that he would like to check it out,

so he promises to

.
help the Vikings'

reach their ship.

While flying. Scorch can
reach very high areas.

His burning breath can
damage enemies and
activate target switch-
es, but itshit detection

range is small.

ff— 1 1 1

1

1 1 1 1

1

—
The Norsemen each have special new inodes and moves use most of the modes in the first world, Transylvania,

to help you solve a range of puzzles. You'll learn how to After that, you'll have to experiment.

Jet-powered jumps help Erik reach the

heights. He can head-butt overhead

objects as well as walls.

Olaf can get small and pass through tight

spaces, and he can destroy floor blacks

with a well-placed toot.

With his jet boots firing, Erik can

reach high ledges and areas. He can

smash walls with his'helmet, as well.

also acts as a scuba mask

Olafs shield allows him to' block

attacks and glide’through the air. He
carl.shrink, as vtfell. A blast of Olaf's

gas gives him a short boost and it can

vaporize blocks beneath him.

Fierce Baleog attacks with a sword or

’ his bionic arm. The arm can extend to

pick up objects or to act as a grap-.

pling hook when there is. a crystal

present.

SUPER

NES
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If Baleog is lo reach this

crystal in the first stage,

he must be standing on

Olaf's shield. Many puz-

zles require teamwork.

FMTraSY
ti

The second world is filled with knights and dragons and

the first truly trying puzzles. In some stages, you'll use

Scorch or Fang when one or another of the Vikings has

been’ lost. Although the really tough areas are to be found

in the Jungle and Future areas, here are a few tips to keep

you going in the second world. In the third stage, Erik must

• butt the stones from the left to get the Gray Key. Once a

- bridge is in place over the spikes, you can bash the stones.

In the fourth area, use- Fang to make repeat jumps up the

chimney above the spikes. His first jumps takes him to the

upright bridge. In the final stage, use Olaf to block the

attacks of the knight and wizard above the double geysers.

Then, bring Baleog in behind Olaf to attack them.

Once you have all the items in the second stage, you still need to get

the bomb that is at the bottom of the shaft far to the right Use Scorch

to fly down to the bomb and Erik to counterbalance the pulley.

The puzzles really begin to burst brain cells in this world.

Cannons are firing, parrots are squawking, and a crew of

orfiery mates will shiver your timbers -if they get the

chance. Fortunately, our Vikings know their way around a.

ship, But if you're not careful, they'll be swinging from the

rigging and walking the plank. The following tips should

keep you high and dry. In the second stage, Olaf must take

a running start and use gas to jump the higher gap

.between ship areas and reach the gypsy. In the third stage,

Erik must jump off Olaf's shield inthe elevator shaft, then

jump up to the top of the elevator to remove the chain and

allow Baleog to come dovvn. .

The seven stages of Transylvania serve as training areas for

the Vikings. Message's along the way teach
/
^||.basics of-

Viking cont/ol and are designed to ease you -into the

puzzle-solving element of the game. In each area, yop

must collect the three objects shown to the right: a wing,

an eyeball and a mushroom. A friendly witch uses these

items to concoct a magic spell to send the Vikings back to

the Time Machine. -The spells never work, of course.

Although our map coverage doesn't begin until the later

worlds^ you might run into trouble in Transylvania. Keep

each dharacter's.special abilities in mind when you face an

obstacle. When in doubt, send Olaf first to block attacks.

NINTENDO POWER



THE LOST VIKINGS 2

Up arid Away
How do you get past the beam above the spring

blocks? Olaf starts it all by gliding down to the .

cave with the transporter.

After placing the bomb, run away
' and watch it blow. Next Baleog

must use his bionic arm to hit the

two target switches above the

platform. Only while riding the pul-

ley lift will Baleog Jie able to line

up the shot.

THE JUnGLE
Dark mysteries await tbe-Vikings in the six jungle

stages. The maps and tips on the next few pages

wiirmake the difficult passages in The Jungle 'and

The Future worlds much easier, but we didn't

have space to cover every switch and pulley.

One of the new dangers you'll face here is the

darkness.’ If you. have a torch, you 'll.be able to

light up the dark areas to continue your quest. In

other areas, you must perfectly time jumps past

flaming jets. Oh, the horror, the horror.

'"** Ah, ’the horror of the

dark jungle. In the

first area of the

Jungle, the Vikings

must collect . their

- - mojo tribute of tusk,

voodoo doll and skull.

Mad Bombers

After collecting the bomb

.
from the dark area, one Viking

should place it against the

stone wall shown here, then

get back on the pulley lift.

I Torching It To get the bomb that blasts the wall to the right?

'/ of the pulley lift, you need a torch so that you can see in the

dark. Erik can swim to the torch and return it to Baleog or Olaf.

and the spikes.

Speed up his

breaststroke

by pushing the

B Button.

iSMMNMfi

Heart of Darkness

VOLUME 96 0
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Hard Times

Harder Times

Drop the Block

Erik can reach the trigger

block near the beginning

to drop the gray block.

The Old Switcheroo

Fang hits the plant and

runs back to the -switch.

Erik sprints from the switch

•to get past the plant.

Erik jet jumps to the trigger

switch. Olaf destroys the lower
|

layer of blocks. Fang jumps up

to attack the enemy above.

While Baleog swings

from the closest crystal to

the plant. Scorch burns

the plant. Quickly switch

. to Baleog and swing over

. to the ledge.

Hangin' With Baleog

wings from the crystal until he can

he rope. Standing on the rope, he can

; target switch with his bionic arm.

Scorch lets loose his fire

from the far side of the

plant. Now it is safe for

Baleog's leap.

IF
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THE LOST VIKINGS 2

Swing High

Baleog swings from the

crystals to reach the

Red Key, then hits the

below.

The target switches acti-

vate geysers. Use Erik to

jump from the geysers to

the items above.

SUPER

NES



THE FUTURE

NINTENDO POWER

•With Erik in position below.

Fang can move to the floor

switch that opens the doors

that lead to the Gold Key.

The future is the end of the journey tor the Lost-

Vikings and their 'friends. Your mission Is to

find missing transporter pieces for a future,

rebel named Conroy. To make your, way

through the base, you'll need to find Key Cards

arid electrical switches of many types, includ-

ing laser beams. Instead of fire, streams pf

feleCtrical current, block many paths, and some

areas have force beams that pull you toward

your doom. In the final two levels, you'll have

hatfles with Tomator before you final-

Fancy Flying

Scorch has a tough task ahead. First, he must

glide down to retrieve the torch, then

he must fly back up to his compan-

ions. There's no trick to it, but flying back

Flaming statues and sharpened spikes make

the going brutal for Erik, Scorch and Fang

a this final level of the Jungle. It's a challenge just to stay alive. .

Homeward Bound? 1

1 ]

All For One

After using the trans-

porter to open the dou-

ble green doors, Erik can

move below Fang to

light the way. He'll also

be prepared to get the

Gold Key.
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Once he floats across, Olaf can stand
in the beam that switches off the
electrical current.

Baleog' s Ride

Baleog must ride the

platforms and hit the

target switches over-

head then swing

between the crystals.

Erik, Baleog and Olaf help you get over

|jll0F fulure shock in the first level. Just remember

to not feed the aliens.

f.
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The Blue Beam OnceOlaf blocks the green beam below, Baleog can hit

the target switch that extends the blue beam.

Swinging in this area is made doubly

difficult by currents of electricity.

Take out the robot before swinging.

Tunnel Vision

SUPER

NES



11 Are We Going Home? |) j

Use the geyser to create

downward momentum.

Duck into the tunnel

below.

While Olaf breaks

the beam below the

block, Erik can reach

the switch above.

Just watch put below.

Scorch returns to help Baleog and Erik

through this cunn.ing maze. Teamwork

is essential.

Stop Action

Baleog falls when the

platform opens, so push

Select and choose anoth-

er guy to hit the switch.

Back And Forth

Once Bakog breaks the 'target, go to the green

beam. Scorch pushes the red button so Erik can bash

the ceiling below. Now Baleog takes the Red Card.
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Tomator Sauce

Fang, SporGh, and Olaf

each grab a thermal det-

onator from Tomator.

The Vikings are almost home, but Tomator

has caught up to them and will try anything

to keep them from foiling him a second tinte.

In each battle, you must take

the bomb and drop it on

Tomator's head. Olaf's shield

provides protection in the end.

Tomator Is Pasted

Before the Vikings can return home, each one of the

three Vikings must beat the boss. Olaf, as described on

the left, bombs) burns and electrifies Tomator into sub-

mission. Erik uses his hard-headed approach to knock

Tomator into the water. Baleog must get close enough to

use his sWord for a slice and dice attack. After that, it's

time to go home for good.

Drop the bomb on Tomator's
head by gassing across the.

gap to the ledge With the

geyser.

SUPER

NES
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flcftv-.fast can you,mix and match blocks in 1 -player. Time

Trial mode? Start your game at .the slowest speed, choose

your favorite Tetris Attack character and flip out. Remember

that chains are'your tickefto the top of the/scoreboard. Keep

practicing, because it's very likely that the winning score

_
will be a five-digit number. If you don't believe psi check out

our scores on the left./Want a hint? SeroJ^your stack to the top of the screen before you itart. The top

25 eorhbo composers will win four Super Power Stamps, good for cash off Super Power Supplies.

CHALLENGE #2
WS 0£5>

<1 HU
WAVE RACE 64

Ui.

Jordan DiCarlo oLLake Peekskill, New York, nailed the top

time of 2:02gMp>tor six laps around Sunny Beach, but you

have to wonder if he's even going to place in this month's

super-tough Wave Race 64 Challenge. Perhaps it's your turn (AAii PW

I through the choppy whitecaps surrounding Marine Fortress in Time Trial Mode. If you're one of the

I 25 waYe warriors with the best times, you'll skim away with four Super Power Stamps.

CHALLENGE #3 Player: Luke Skywalke
—

SHADOWS OF THE EMPIRE 1-jfo w Lives:
3

|

Brian "The Shadow X" Jaworski of Red Bank, New Jersey has
.

a challenge that's out of this world: What's your best lime in I

the Battle of Hoth stage in Star Wars: Shadows of thefmpire?

Of course, BriafTthought we should do this challenge on
j

Easy Mode. Easy Mode?! This is the Arena—the showcase for

the best Jedi warriors in the universe! Set your difficulty level on Hard, trip all the walkers, and mail I

us a photo of your best time. The 25 fastest Rebels with all three challenge points will soar off with
j

fouf Super Power Stamps*-

THE TWISTED STRIKE BACK
The twisted stack of mail just gets higher and higher! Here is the latest batch of wacky, just-for-fun

challenges sent in by readers from all over North America. If we use your twisted challenge, you'll

pick up four Super Power Stamps-good for cash off merchandise in the Super Power Supplies cata-

log. Send in your dubious dare today!

How high cWi'you scorejin Thtris/Attapkfs._ _

endless mode fchile holding dowh the L and

the R Buttons? .... :

— Orval Cobb III, Ridgely, MD
Can you defeat Cargos in Kl Gold while using

only quick punches?

—Timothy Smith, Petoskey, Ml

— How many races can you win in Wave Race

k 64 while doing handstands

?

—Nick Roppo, Franklin Park, IL

What is your best population score in Sim

City 2,000/ without raising or lowering a

land square!

—Jeff Jacks, Upper Marlboro, MD
Which bosses can you defeat in Chrono Trigger

without using any magic attacks

?

—Travis Jacoby, Oak Harbor, WA
Can you find an Nb4 and all the game titles in

a store in just one day

?

—Cameron Talley, Lubbock, TX

Answers to Volume 95's Snack Attack Quiz: A. Ravioli B. Radish C. Jerky

D. Magic Mushroom E. Green Watermelon F. Brain Food Lunch G. Cookie H.Lurchin.

-aft

is?!





Max Preston

Santa Monica, CA

DONKEY-EARED MARIO

Eric Tang

St. Louis, MOJeff Postma
Layton, VT

CTKF.AMPUFF MARIOROTFLMHO MARIO
(ROUJNG oiv thf.f^k Mnrjtmr,

MT HEAD OFF MARIO)

MARIO ST.n3WC.lWTO
A BLACK TIOI.F.

Greg McDonnell
Kyle Rousell

Oreland, PA
Meraux, LA Gregory Brooks

Stony Brook, LA

CYCLOPS MARIO

Brett Haberman
Battle Ground, WA

Omar Dia

Tallahassee, FL

MARIO TELLBY LIES

AN ARENA EXCLUSIVE:
THE GAME FACE GALLERY

In Volume 93, the Arena asked aspiring artis* to put on their best game faces in Super Mario 64 and send in their

photos. After iorting through a mountain of entries, w, came up with some of the best (and clearest) photos the

bunch. Peruse our gallery, and if you haven't tried mess-
TTP'IT IT TTP MARTO

ing up Mario's face, check out page seven in your Super LALlyll It U* ItmiUVl
Mario 64 instruction manual.

MADE IK THE SHADES MARIO



PILOTWINGS 64JGALLERY

Gabriel Therien

Montreal, PQ

In Volume 91 we asked players to send in their best shots of

PilotWings 64. Some entries were creative while others were

daring. Do you know how Larry Marsh made Wario appear

on the Hang Glider stage? How did Matthew? Spencer drop

between the village buildings and pull off his ground^vel shot?

It's tough to take a good photo of a television screen, so we gave

these aspiring photographers a break on their pictbfl quality.

SUNSET ON THE FARM

CRESCENT ISLAND STATUE

Carlos D. Torres

Bronx, NY



do Power's Race for the Gold is under way! Entries for the drawing are

zing in every day. A few of the fastest qualifiers are listed below. How did

/ go so low? Pit row is buzzing with rumors about a shortcut on the course,

nd it and you might win a gold N64 Controller. To qualify for the draw-

ing, you must to beat a minute and 30 seconds on the Mario Raceway

—

you'll find all the details on page 34 in the March issue of Nintendo

I Power. One thousand lucky winners will be randomly drawn to win

|
an exclusive, gold tone N64 Controller and another five thousand win-

1

ners will get a limited edition, Nintendo Power Cup Calling Card good

for five minutes of long-distance service. Enter before May 15th!

MARIO
New Hope, MN
Pullman, WA
Antioch, IL

Minneapolis, MN
Bellevue, WA

Nancy Zinn

Andrew Zollars

Dan Pasiewicz

Rick Morningstar

Craig Shih

Michael Philpott Cleveland, OH 0:56.49

Erik Bush Lake Waccamaw, NC 0:59.07

Brandan Lombardo Pleasant Hill, CA 1:18.92

Justin Grunes New Castle, DE 1 :27.36

Matt Leto Allen, TX 1:28.19

Cameron Fischer Naples, FL 1 :28.49

Damon Pischel Euless, TX 1 :29.27

Marc Pitonzo Pasadena, MD 1 :29.96

PEACH
|

Jared Lautz Westwood, NJ 1 :1 3.73

Brad Jerger Ferrisburgh, VT 1 :1 5.43

cap 8/a ^ vBflrvsa



TOAD
A. J. Gray Jacksonville, NC
Jeremy Hildebrand Ottawa, ON

Michael Medina Mendota, CA
Ted Umakoshi Schaumburg, IL

Adam Williams Rice Lake, Wl

DONKEY KONG
Gumaro Contreras

Andrew Zollars

Terence Singh

Wesley Wilson

Paul Harrington

Santa Monica, CA
Pullman, WA
Edmonton, AB
Moville, IA

Fitchburg, MA

YOSHI
Mark Rubello Brampton, O
Jason Santelli Walkersville,

Peter Solano Jr. Hartsdale, N'

Regan Snyder Las Vegas, N’

Jake Stadler Everett, WA
Aniello Zampella Bayonne, NJ

BOWSER
Arnell Lozada

Bill Buchanan

Peter Brehmer
Nicholas Low
Doug Bowman

St. Marys, GA
Morganton, NC
Madison, MN
Katy, TX
Galloway, OH

WARIO
Ryan Ross Mt. Pleasant Manor, PA

Max McMaugh Hicksville, NY
Brian Wood Surrey, BC
Sean Velasco Santa Clarita, CA
Amir Amini Hilliard, OH

The deadline for the N64 Gold Controller drawing is May 15, 1997.

See page 34 in Volume 94 for the contest official rules and entry form!





1997 Microware ©1997 Interplay

SfflMJsswto0A//i:1HOY

•
... — The second

4*111iUNMIC FunPak from

VOLUME II Interplay
‘ ' r»A quadruples your

I fun, using cards,

*.’• ‘“'x dominoes and

|^^HxgjNpgh|^k * IM’l § dice to guide

you through

Ccmirces
You can't stand tfies^aom^'eT’Qp'Tn 'a

line to topple them over, but you can still

play the engaging game they were intend-

ed for. Take turns building onto the domi-

no train by matching the numbers at the

end of the chain. The first player to use all

their pieces wins.

Solitaire
You don't have'fS^t^ri^BIS,TSwpiay''Solitaire anym

Interplay saves you the trouble and the room with its comf

and portable version. To win, it's all in the luck of the draw.

your cards into piles of descending ranks and alternating col

then shift the cards in order of rank to piles of matching s

I
Play by the Standard Rules or add a little more challenge

|

playing by the Vegas Rules. — -

—

foyr-r—. r
I You also have the option of j§ IflUoJ |*yj | ) j_
l undoing your previous move.

am muti

IPRftHl

Yactit
To stay afloat in Yacht; you m’u st"satisfy the TFcategories of

dice rolls. You have 12 turns to roll the 5 dice to fulfill the

categories. Try to roll certain dice combinations to earn

extra pom's. ngf "(V)-
" Q |

^
It's dicey choosing

j

which dice to

reroll, since you get
|

only three chances
j

per turn.

Ki r>

d

@ S 0 [ 0
L p

?

lupsi
1

1111
Plauec t

SQoress 2 for pF fteen 1,

Ml
Player 1

B J?
Pile

Skillfully pair together cards that

have the same value or a sum of

15 to score points in your crib or

the pile.

Depending on how much challenge you
can deal with, you can draw one or

three cards at a time and go through
the deck once or many times.

If you can't play any of

your dominoes, you'll

have to draw bones until

you find a playable one.

|

For a better chance at

|
getting rid of all your

bones, play the one that

[

has numbers in common
> with your other bones.

Crifcbage
If you play your cards nghtTyou^ripegaown a win in

Cribbage. Create clever card combinations to make the pile

reach 31. If you've grouped together any flushes, nobs,

heels, cards totaling 15, or h

runs of three or more, you'll



jjmwmIo&AA1M BOY
Feeling lucky? The Roulette

wheel of fortune pays based on

the odds of winning. If you

place a single bet, you could

win 35 times your wager.

Play it safe by betting on colors,

evens, odds, or half of the

wheel. Each of these options

gives you 1:2 odds.

Crtas close to 21 as you can

without going over. Use betting

options, like Doubling, to hit a

bigger Blackjack jackpot. If you

have a low hand, this option will

deal you only one more card,

but yOU Could

;

double your

(j)
: winnings.

The object of Craps is to guess how the dice will land.

Each of the game's numerous betting options describes a

particular roll outcome. Place a bet to predict your dice

total—it's a tricky task,

but it can be a gold mine WBM
to a wise bettor. :

' ICS J-'-[

Hit me, or hit

me not?

Remember that

the house
stands on 17.

HE |
Try your hahdatmeone-armedDaM^

ens in your row, you'll win 500 times

place up to five bets to r- "v; 1

;,

1

score horizontally, diago- —^

nally and across any row. I

smn| Keeping track of all the betting

options can get confusing, so bet

|ie] small and practice until you're com-

il3 0! lor table with the workings of Craps.

The beauty of Video Poker is that even if you have a bad poker

face, you can still win. Of course, it's impossible to tell if the

computer is bluffing, so

1 <g^T .
-7

,Y.rr;rT-i
,
.r,'.rT

,
ffliraa

,Bmgaa7r t0 make the best hand

I tm possible. You can bet up
I > to five times per hand,

j

| | PH so you could flush out

IpMassasaaBsassattassss —13 some big winnings.
Show me the moneyPCd'

on a gambling spree and

move your winnings from

game to game. If you win

enough money, you could

be sitting pretty in the

Casino's Hall of Fame.

You have one chance to redraw, so care-

fully choose the cards you wish to keep.

Save cards of the same suit or value,

because they’re your best bet for getting

the upper hand in Video Poker.

Roulette

ElacKJacR

Craps

Slots

Video PcRer

Tournament

B
B

El

-V,

1
3rg| 4 i,

Itot al *1111 1luiu >9?seBI9
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To be on par, chain cards in order of

rank. You can draw from ihe deck for

help, but if the deck runs out before you

finish, you'll lose.

Sort your cards according to the rules of

Klondike, but instead of building on

aces, build on the base card determined

by the first deal.

Work your aces up to the top of the

stacks by pairing up matching suits and

removing the lower ranking card from

your pile.

This game goes by the same rules as

traditional Solitaire, but with a timer.

So go for the gold and rush through

Klondike to see if a record time will

pan out.

In this Klondike variation, you can

shift a mid-pile card, but you'll

take along all the cards stacked on

top of it, too.

Poker gives"’you”fife

build five hands. PI;

from each draw into I

think it will benefit me

To conquer Tripeaks, pick away at

the mountain of cards by matching

cards you draw with consecutively

ranking cards from the peaks.

The 1 6 cards on the left can help

you raze the Stonewall, but they can

also set you farther back in breaking

down the wall.

Pair cards together to equal 13.

Don't overlook the cards in the next

row back—you might get lucky and

hit 1 3 with one of them.

Wrangle same-suit cards in ascend-

ing order into the corners by using

the other spaces to arrange your

cards in descending order.

Pay attention to same-suit cards and

start with the one with the highest

value. Otherwise, you might shut

out a playable card.

Tournament mode takes you

through all 12 card games. Up the

ante by increasing the difficulty or

limiting your playing time.

Break down wall of cards by

freeing the aces as soon as possible

and shifting the higher-ranked cards

to the freecells.

Hit the decks

with the

Solitaire FunPak!

Interplay gives

you 1 3 one-play-

er card games to

deal with. And if

you get frustrat-

ed, you won't

have the pros-

pect of playing

52 pick-up.



Player’s Poll—Volume 96
Penny for your thoughts...or better yet, how Name

about a chance to win prizes just for giving us Address

your opinion? Fill out this card, send it to us,

and we'll enter you in our Player's Poll Contest! City

Check out the list on page 106, then write down the numbers for your

five favorite games in order of preference, with your top choice first.

A. Super NES 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

B. Game Boy 1
. 2. 3. 4. 5.

C. Nintendo 641. 2. 3. 4. 5.

D. Which five products are you most interested in playing?

1. 2 3. 4. 5.

E. How old are you?

1. Under 6 2.6-11 3.12-14 4.15-17 5.18-24 6. 25 or older

F. Sex

I.Male 2. Female

G. Do you own a regular Game Boy?

1. Yes 2. No

H. Are you planning to buy a Game Boy Pocket?

1

.

Yes 2. No

I. Which color of Game Boy Pocket are you most likely to buy?

1. Silver 2. Yellow 3. Red 4. Green
5. Black 6. Transparent

BACK ISSUE/PLAYER’S GUIDE ORDER FORM
Catch up on the classics. Order Nintendo Power issues listed on

the back of this form. The prices shown include the cost of ship-

ping and handling.

Gey State/Prov. Zip/Posal Code

L__J I I I II II I I

Cheek or Mooe, Order O MasterCard Vta

Cardholder's

Age

Membership No. I I I I II I I l-l

State/Prov, Zip/Postal

Code

< )_

Telephone No.

Refer to the following for questions J-L, then circle the number that corresponds

choice. Please circle only one number per question.

1=Pink 2=Blue 3=Purple 4=Teal 5=Smoke Gray

6=Transparent Purple 7=Transparent Teal 8=Transparent Smoke Gray

J. Which color of Game Boy Pocket are you most likely to buy?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

K. Which color would be your second choice?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

L. Which color would you like least?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8

8

8

Trivia Question: What N64 game is number one on this month's Power Charts?

Answer:

Mail in your card now, and keep your fingers crossedl

Wanna hack up the competition? Go for Nintendo Power!

Our back issues are stuffed with so many sharp gaming tips

and pointers, you could put an eye out reading them. And
take a stab at our Players’ Guides, too. They’re chock-full of

strategies and tricks. Or if you’re looking for the cutting

edge of comic book cool, check out our graphic novels,

chop-chop! So look sharp and stock up! To get the goods

shipped straight to your home, send your order form to:

Nintendo Power Magazine

P.O. Box 97032

Redmond, WA 98073-9732



Place

First Class

Stamp

Here

Nintendo Power
P.O. BOX 97062

Redmond, WA 98073-9762

Quantity U.S.

(Limit 5 of each issue) Price

#35387 Volume 95 (Apr. '97) S5.50

#35386 Volume 94 (Mar. '97) $5.50

#33550 Volume 92 (Jan. '97) $5.50

#33549 Volume 91 (Dec. '96) $5.50

#33548 Volume 90 (Nov. '96) $5.50

#33547 Volume 89 (Oct. '96) $5.50

#33546 Volume 88 (Sept. '96) $5.50

#33545 Volume 87 (Aug. ’96) S5.50

#33544 Volume 86 (July '96) $5.50

#33543 Volume 85 (June '96) $5.50

#33542 Volume 84 (May '96) $5.50

#33541 Volume 83 (Apr. ’96) $5.50

#33540 Volume82 (Mar. '96) $5.50

#33539 Volume 81 (Feb. '96) $5.50

#32589 Volume80 (Jan. '96) S5.50

#27658 Volume67 (Dec.94) $5.50

#35514 Set (Vol. 80-85) $24.00

#33947 Set (Vol. 74-79) $24.00

#33946 Set (Vol. 68-73) $24.00

#33103 Set (Vol. 56-61) $24.00

#32591 Set (Vol. 50-55) $24.00

#32590 Set (Vol. 44-49) $24.00

#28404 Set (Vol. 32-37) $24.00

#27127 Set (Vol. 26-31) $24.00

#26641 Set (Vol. 20-25) $24.00

#24949 Set (Vol. 13-19) $24.00

#20685 Set (Vol. 1-6) $24.00

Canadian

Price

$7.00

S7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$26.00

S26.00

S26.00

$26.00

$26.00

$26.00

$26.00

$26.00

$26.00

$26.00

#34039 _
#32588 _
#32923 _
#33340 _
#32587 _
#30143 _
#29022
#27646 _
#27919 _
#25956
#25013 _
#24330 _
#22403 _

Strategy Guides
Final Fantasy (Vol. 17)

Super Mario Bros.3 (Vol. 13

Players' Guides

Mario Kart64

Super Mario64

Super MarioRPG

DKC2:Diddy's KongQuest

Super Mario WbrtdZ'toshi's Isle

Chrono Trigger

Killer Instinct

Donkey Kong Country

SuperMetroid

Stree tFighter II Turbo

Mario Paint

Top Secret Password Book

Zelda-A Link to the Past

$11.00

$13.00

S13.00

S13.00

S13.00

$14.50

$1750

S1750
S1750

S1600

S1750

$1600

$18.00

$18.00

$18.00
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trip will be determined by NOA.

Estimated total value of all priz

S5.000. Some restrictions apply. Valid



co r n or

Y
our trusly Ninja Staff is your only

means of transportation through-

out many stages in the game. A

tiny hook al the end of the staff attaches

to the stone faces you see in each level.

To swing on your staff, press the B

Button to leap then tap the A Button to

swing. If you coordinate your leap and

swing commands, the tiny hook will

catch the lip of the face, and you'll be

hanging around in no time.

Level Two's Ninja Training Grounds is where

you’ll first learn how to swing on your staff. You

need to look for the stone faces in the stage.

Leap toward the stone face and swing your staff

while you're in the air. If you're close enough to

the face, your hook will catch on the statue's lip.

r hoiu M i Finis h t h e test If duckhddd buIgee course?!

S
ome players consider the third stage

of Test of Duckhood to be tougher to

beat than Shabuhm Shabuhm, but

you can bounce through with ease if you

follow these basic strategies. Max out

your health by collecting all of the

Collect all ol the Zumbie Powder Bags at the start

of the level before you begin to gather Muddrakes.

Zombie Powder Bags before you leap.

Even with full health, you'll barely have

enough life to survive this treacherous

test. The sharp corner at the top of the

thorny maze is the toughest part of the

stage. If you don't think you have enough

If you don't have enough momentum to clear this

sharp corner, retrace your route and try it again.

momentum to clear the corner, abort the

attempt and retrace your route until you

gather enough spring to swing forward

again. You'll complete the level when

you catch and carry all eight Muddrakes

to the exit sign in the upper right corner.

You'll complete the stage when you transport

all eight of the Muddrakes to this exit sign.

@ NINTENDO POWER



T Warp Barrel in Barrel Shield Bust-

up. Look for the Letter O as you

clamber up through the hollow trees.

After you pass the letter, continue shinny-

ing up the rope until you can exit out of

the trunk on the right. When you enter

the next tree, jump into the hole while

holding Left on the Control Pad. If you

leap without using the Control Pad, you'll

never find this invisible Warp Barrel.

Don't get knocked in the noggin. Find the invisible

Warp Barrel up and to the right of the Letter 0.

Leapinto this hole while holding Lefton the Control

Pad. Your ape will tumble into the Warp Barrel.

I EKECUTE KIDDY’S DIDTER SKIP?

T
he Water Skip, a roll that allows Kiddy

to skim across bodies of water, is one

of the coolest and toughest moves to

execute in DKC 3. Press the Y Button to

Use Kiddy’s Water Skip to cross bodies of water
and find Bonus Barrels without getting soaked.

make Kiddy roll into a ball, then tap the B

Button just as the ape hits the surface of the

water. The hardest part about the Water

Skip is making sure you press the B Button

Press the Y Button and roll toward the water.

Kiddy won't skip unless he's already rolling.

at the exact moment Kiddy would normal-

ly splash down, but if you practice your

timing, you can link two water skips togeth-

er without getting Kiddy's hairy back wet.

c * C

r
1
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Tap the B Button as Kiddy begins to splash down
to skip on the water. Can you do two in a row?

Hi HOUI DP I DEFEAT KA OS IK MEKAA0~S?
[j Qj

K
aos the Robot is at the end of

Mekanos. You mustjump on his head

six times to defeat him. Avoid the

robot's flaming exhaust by rolling under

Avoid Kaos's flaming exhaust by rolling under the

robot whenever the flames begin to die down.

him whenever the flames subside. Hop up

the sides of the swirling blades on Kaos's

body, then bounce on his head. Repeat this

strategy until Kaos ejects his helmet. Run

You can bounce on the robot's head by leaping up
the blades that slide outof his metal trunk.

back and forth to dodge the helmet's laser

blasts, then jump on Kaos's head when you

have an opening. If you can avoid being

singed, you'll scrap the robot.

back and forth and jump on his head when it's safe.

VOLUME 96



m
IPS the Rabbit won't show up in

the Castle Basement until you've

collected at least 1 5 stars. MIPS is

a slippery hare, but if you catch him, you'll

earn another star. Try cornering him in a

dead end, then walk toward him until he

tries to run past you. As he hops by, Push

the Control Stick toward him and press the

B Button. If you're fast enough, Mario will

dive and nab MIPS by a hair. MIPS hops into the Castle Basement when you

collect 15 stars. You'll earn a star if you catch him.

Corner MIPS in a dead end, then dive towards

him by running and pressing the B Button.

The eel will swim out of the porthole if you

wait. Swim back to the surface to get more air.

Open the chest in the stern first, then proceed

in a clockwise fashion and open the others.

When the chests are open, hold the Z Button and

slowly crawl up to the Yellow Exclamation Block.

I GET THE FIRST STAR IR JOLLY ROGER BAY?a
n

t the bottom of the bay is a sunken

ship. Take a breather on the surface

until the giant eel vacates the vessel,

then swim into the hole he was guarding.

Inside you'll find four chests. Open the

chest at the stern of the ship first. Each time

you open a chest, swim into the bubbles

and replenish your air supply. Open the rest

of the chests in a clockwise order. When all

the containers are open, the ship will sur-

face and you'll find a Yellow Exclamation

Block. Hit the block to claim your star.

[T]
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in s h iet irg sj^hd erad?
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E
yerock is a two-fisted statue pounding

around inside the pyramid in Shifting

Sand Land. Players frequently punch,

stomp and kick this handy guardian, but

just a handful of smart gamers discover

Eyerock's weak point on their first try. You'll

see an eye when a hand opens. Run and

punch the eye before the hand makes a fist,

then keep away from the edges of the plat-

form as you make a hasty retreat. Eyerock

loses his grip on the center of Shifting Sand

Land after you punch each eye three times.

The only way to damage Eyerock is to jab him in

the pupil. You'll see an eye when each hand is open.

Qi mmDonwa

Run and punch the eye before the fist closes.

You’ll win after you slug both eyes three times.

Keep your balance on the platforms or it will cost

you your life. It's better to take a hit than fall.



in the fifth stage of Looney Tunes.

Defeating this bloodsucker requires

timing and patience. Dodge the little

bats that fly out of Dracula's cape and

bounce on his head twelve times. After

a dozen blows, he'll transform into a

giant bat. Avoid Drac's swooping dives

and his little bat friends, then return fire

with your star attack. Dracula gives up

the ghost after six more hits.

Initially Drac shoots bats at you. Dodge the flap-

ping fiends and bounce on the Count's head.

!T]j Horn do i befTITmile e.To vote?
1}

[T]

ile E. Coyote is waiting at the end

of Stage Six. When the Coyote

throws a 1 6-ton block, run left and

stomp on his head twice. Jump on his head

again as he shoots a rocket, then hop over

the next two rockets. You can jump on his

head during his boomerang and exploding

watermelon attacks, but most players will

find it easier to avoid the onslaught until

the Coyote reverts to throwing his weight

around. Jump on Wile E.'s head 1 4 times to

win the battle.

Run left and stomp on Wile E.'s scruffy head

when he tries to throw a 16-ton block at you.

Jump on his head again when he shoots rock-

ets, then avoid the rest of the projectiles.

If you can avoid the boomerangs and exploding

watermelons,Wle E. will give up after 14 stomps.

In the USA Call:
1-900-288-0707 Q&fl FUST FACTS In Canada Call:

1-90 0-451-4.400

I (S1.50 per minute. Callers under 18

I

need parental permission to call.)

Or write to: Counselors' Corner
RO. Box 97033, Redmond,WA 98073-9733

(SZOO per minute. Callers under 18

need parental permission to call.)

LUFIfl II: RISE OF THE
SII1ISTRRLS

0 : Wha t is the highest character level?

A: 99.

0: How do I get Tia back in my party?

fl : You don't-she doesn't come back.

Q: Who are the best Capsule Monsters?

II: Flash and Sully.

MURID HURT 64

Q: Can two players race as the same
character?

fl: No.

0: Which racers are best for beginners?

fl: Mario and Luigi.

0: How do I avoid spinning out on a banana?

fl : Rapidly tap the B Button as your Kart starts

to slide and you might regain control.

THHIIOTITH a

0: Why did my game reset?

fl : You left it on the "Press Start” screen at

the beginning of a level for more than 5 min-

utes. If you pause the game after you start

a level, the game won't reset.

0: How do I defeat an enemy?

11 : Let your Tornado Attack gauge build up, then

press the B Button to spin intoyour victim.
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Welcome to our unnuol awards

f
ceremony honoring our readers'

^ favorite games of the year! I'm

your host. Swanky Kong, and I'll take

you through the 26 categories that you,

the Nintendo Power reader, has voted on.

And vote you did! We tabulated thousands of

ballots (actually we made the Kremlings do it—

after all. I'm no monkey's uncle, so to speak.)

How well did your picks do? Without

further ado, let's find out! The envelope, please...

Never before has a game allowed players to roam as

freely through 3-D worlds as Super Mario 64 has. Better

yet, its lush worlds mezmerize you with smooth, vibrant

and flawless graphics. Super Mario 64 has the look, and

gamers are still hungry for its visual feast.

1. Super Mario 64
2. Star Wars: Shadows

of the Empire

3. Killer

Instinct 'Hfi
Gold

The Results are in!!!—Thanks for voting with Power
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ENDING

SOUNDTRACK

Dash Rcndar's struggle to

save Luke Skywalker and

the Rebels from Boba Fell

and the evil Empire over-

shadowed the competi-

tion. The chapter

between The Empire

Strikes Back and

Return of the Jedi

proved that its story is

just as captivating as

a Star Wars movie.

1. Star Wars: Shadows of the Empire
2. Killer Instinct Gold
3. Super Mario RPG

JlOSTGAME PLAY VAR

w

TV

The Results are in!!!— Thanks for voting with Power

1. Super Mario 64
2. Super Mario RPG
3. Star Wars: Shadows of the Empire

Music makes the world go round, and the cinematic melodies

underscoring Dash's adventures ran circles around other games'

tunes. Open your cars and feel the Force!

1. Star Wars: Shadows of the Empire
2. Super Mario RPG
3. Lufia II: Rise of the Sinistrals

The ending of Super Mario

64 really takes the cake!

The adventure wraps up

with Mario earning his

just desserts, but the

jal icing on the cake is

hat, unlike the

Japanese version of

the game, in the

English version, you

can hear Peach's

S
conversation with

Mario!

It's a high speed racing game! It's a first-person shooter! It's

an intergalactic space battle! One thing's for certain: the

many gaming genres of Shadows of the Empire gamers

coming back for more.

If you had trouble tangling up AT-ATs, blasting TIE fighters, or

nabbing Boba Fett, you're not alone. Shadows of the Empire

made amateurs out of the best of gamers.

1. Star Wars: Shadows of the Empire
2. Super Mario 64
3. Super Mario RPG

Star Wars:
Shadows of

the Empire
Super
Mario 64
DKC 3:

Dixie

Kong's
Double
Trouble

1 .

2 .

3.
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MASTER-EASIEST

-milGHBST TO
AWARD.

Mario is more animated than ever, sporting an

extravaganza of moves from sliding

and crawling to flipping and swimming. .

The play control of Super Mario M
64 plays a key role in pulling off ^
these moves, and voters responded

ie first of its kind, offering 3-D worlds, 360-

and multiple perspectives. It's reshaping

nues to pave the way for games to come.

1. Super
Mario 64

2. Star Wars:
Shadows
of the

Empire

3. Sim City

2000

1 . Super Mario 64

2. DKC 3: Dixie

Kong's Double

Trouble

3. Killer

Instinct g
Gold ]

The high adrenaline, high velocity racing a.

to Wave Race 64 made a splash in 1996, soal

head action of Gretzky and NBA Hangt.me. Each Kl Gold fighter has special c

bos and powers to make every

round a new challenge. Kl
j

Gold not only knocked ,J|.

out gamers, but it socked

it to the competition with

1. Wave Race 64

2. Wayne Gretzky's 3-D Hockey

3. NBA Hangtime

1. Killer Instinct

Gold
2. Mortal

Kombat
Trilogy

3. Street Fighter

Alpha 2

It's one thing to know how to trip up an A

ride a speeder bike, or avoid falling off the

cliffs, but actually pulling them off is

an entirely different thing. At least

the Force is on your side. ##
1. Wave Race 64

2. Killer Instinct

Gold |
3. Wayne -

Gretzky's

3-D
JjHockey .if

1. Star Wars:
Shadows of the

Empire

2. Super Mario 64

3. Tetris Attack

MAX POWER”

MAX POWER

Worsf Dressed o i
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COOLEST

Who knew Mario was such an acrobat? Most readers flipped

for Mario's maneuvers, but Gretzky skated by with a cool

second place.

1. Mario's
Back Flip

(Super Mario 64)

2. The Flaming
Puck Shot
(Wayne Gretzky's

3-D Hockey)

3. Mario's
Handstand
(Super Mario 64)

1. Gargos
Code i

j

(Kl Gold) k
2. Change \

Body
Proportions
(Wayne Gretzky's

3-D Hockey)

3. The Merry
Code
(DKC 3:

|ust like Pat Boone, Mario went metal. But unlike Cranky's favorite

singer, Mario went metal literally. The Metal Cap riveted the vast

majority of readers with its power to transform Mario into a

chrome-plated temiinator.

1. Mario's

Metal Cap
(Super Mario 64)

2. Seeker
Missiles
(Star Wars:

i Shadows of the

INTENDO POWER
AWARD WINNERS I

Who's the boss? It's you, if you use the Gargos code. Fighters

championed the ability to turn the tables and Kl Gold to fight as

the villain for a change.



WORST VILLAIN

BEST GOODIE WORST BADUIE

1

.

Wampas
(Star Wars: Shadows of the

1. Ukiki the Monkey
(Super Mario 64)

2. Dolphin
(Wave Race 64)

3. Frogfucius

2.

Stormtroopers
(Star Wars: Shadows

3.

Whomps
[Soper Mario RPG)

Best Rumor: Nuked Marie rode (Super Maria 641

Everyone seems to be equally irked by the penguin, but at least

he isn't wearing acid-washed jeans and chewing gum like a

cow while leaving the toilet seat up as he does the Macarena.

1. Crying Baby
Penguin
(Super Mario 64)

2. Accidentally

Falling off the

Cliffs

(Star Wars: Shadows
of the Empire)

3. Wave Race
Announcer jB
(Wave Race 64) '

Mario saves the day and revolutionizes the video game

industry! But where's Swanky's nomination??? Maybe we

shouldn't have had the Kremlings tally the votes!

Oddball enemies, off-the-wall settings, and outrageous weapons

had readers splittin' their sides. Pigs and ducks are worth some

chuckles, but Super Mario RPG gets the last laugh for '96.

1. Super Mario
J

RPG
2. Power Piggs of '

the Dark Age * >
3. Maui Mallard

-4>

1. Mario
(Super Mario 64)

2. Dash
Rendar ag
(Star Wars:
Shadows of

the Empire)

3. Bowser
(Super Mario RPG)

Boo! Hiss! Love him or hate him, you'll have to admit Boba

Fett is a fearsome foe and a worthy adversary. Just don't

say it to his face!

Empire)
" ^

2. Bowser
(Super Mario
64)

3. Smithy
(Super Mario
RPG)

An avalanche of votes for the horror of Hoth snowballed into

an abominable honor for the Wampas, the Worst Baddies of

I love it when a fellow primate is honored! Hats off to Ukkiki both 1996 and a time long, long ago in a galaxy far, far away,

the Monkey, Mario's silly simian hat-stealing friend.



"Wow!!! We've finally closed the book on '96. See Ya Real Soon! "—Swanky VOLUME 96



IFA Soccer 64 brings the world's number one

port to yoor N64.

.FA'S most Innovative features ate ter

\s for the play, the con-

roller functions are com-

plex, but they give you the

ability to do a lot of realis-

tic soccer moves including

trapping, making rainbow

kicks, and doing headers.

For most situations, you

don't need the fancy stuff,

e, t ea V n most situations. There are a few places on the

fe d where it's easier to make you, shot, against the compu,

rhut,ha, doesn't.he.

addition to the many international squads, EA Sports a so

included city clubs in leagues from every major socce

SIT.r o“Snclude
1

h as headers happen automatically when you re

£"to level players must rely «***»£;
own skills and knowledge of the many m»». FIFA So f,

has a little bit of everything and more varied, than any o her

soccer video game, including the Playstation vers,on of FIFA,

Great camera angles. Solid, four-player, soccer action.

Vj^gP Excellent options.

© Bedundant voice-over. Pro level complexity is too much ter

most players.

@ NINTENDO POWER



The Viking invasion begins again!

Almost two years after it was completed, the Viking's

second road trip on the Super NES is finally underway,

and it's better than the first journey. The idea is simple

enough: Wandering through time and space, the Vikings

are trying to get home using a very unreliable time

machine. Along the way, they get help from a number of

characters, including two

new helpers you can use

in place of one of the

Vikings. Like the new

companions, each Viking

has several special attrib-

utes: Erik jumps and

wears a helmet that

allows him to breathe

underwater, sword-wielding Baelog flexes a bionic arm,

and Olaf, the guy with the shield, has gas—bad. In each

puzzling area, the Vikings must work together to gather

three items before they can move on. Typically, they

face enemies, jumps, warps, obstacles, locked doors,

and lots of deadly traps. Don't miss this month's 1 0-page

Power review.

Excellent play and graphics. Two-player mode.

Q Slow load time between stages.

Power Meier
The Power Meter ratings

are derived from pro eval-

uations using a five point

scale, with five being the

highest score possible for

a category.

Interplay's little jackpot returns to Game Boy.

If you feel like winning big i

bucks without risking a dime, 1

Casino Fun Pak from Interplay I

may be the best way to do it.
|

Casino Fun Pak includes pop- I

ular casino games of chance, §
such as Roulette, Craps, Video |
Poker, Blackjack, Video Slots I

and a Tournament in which I

you participate in all five games. The simple mechanics of bet- I

ting and playing the games may be this Pak's best feature, but it 1

is also a painless way to learn more about these games. I

Beginning with $10,000 in your wallet, you can watch your I

grubstake dwindle away or turn into a handsome nest egg. This S

month, Power takes a look at all four of Interplay's Fun Paks.

© Quick and easy.

Some of the graphic elements, such as dice, can be difficult to see.
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If you like the same

types of games as

our pro players, then

check for his or her

seal of approval.

G3 Scott-Sports, Simulation, Adventure

(3 Henry-Fighting, Action, Sports

(HD Dan-Action, Adventure, Puzzle

tn Terry-RPG, Simulation, Puzzle

ra Paul-Fighting, Sports, Simulation,

(9 Leslie-RPG, Simulation, Adventure

£5RB R3HftlBjn êse Entertainment Software Ratings
Board icons reflect appropriate ages

for players. To contact the ESRB regrading the rating system, call
' "00-771-3772.

Kids to P5F1 Teen H3g"
|

Adult

3 Adults OjU IlPI (18+)

?|
Games that were released prior to the

$1 commencement of the ratings system are
“ designated N-R.

VOLUME 96



Since ihe day that Ihe Nintendo 6*1 went

on sale in North America, it has been ihe hortesi selling

video game system in history. As production increases

at Nintendo’s Japanese plants, you should soon find

more of the following hot titles on the shelves. We’ve included a quick recap and

essential data on each of these games to help you build your library.

( . . Action

(3 1 Player

57 Stages

(V ControllerPak (14 Dota Pages)

(v See Power Vol. 95

One of the most unusual

games ever, Blast Corps puts

players in the position of

demolition experts driving an

assortment of powerful

machines. Knocking down

buildings to clear a path for

an out-of-control nuclear

missile carrier is just the

beginning ofthe fun. You'll also have to wreck dozens of bonus

areas, rescue people, collect rad units and learn how to drive,

jump, fly, stomp, spin,

punch and ram your way to

glory. The development

team at Rare Ltd. produced

some of the most spectacu-

lar graphics ever seen in a

video game, particularly

the explosions.

One or two players race across the highways of America in

this faithful adaptation of the Williams arcade hit. The cars

are fast and upgradeable,

and the action is intense.

Some of the narrow road

courses can be killer, and

hidden codes add to the

fun. Although Cruis'n USA

contains only a few graph-

ics changes from the origi-

nal arcade hit, no new fea-

tures were added nor

upgrades made to the game

to make full use of the

power of the N64. In spite

of its flaws, Cruis'n remains

a fun racer, if not one on the

cutting edge.

@ HimmomER



Action

c 1 Player

c 32 Stages

'

a
Controller Pak (2 Data Pages)

See Power Vol. 95

Unlike several of Midway's

ports, Doom 64 really is a new
game in many ways. The area

layouts are new and the environ-

ments blow away all previous

incarnations of Doom. The

developers sacrificed realistic

enemy animation in order to

include a larger quantity of baddies. The result enhances the chal-

lenge if not the overall look. As for the game play, expect a tried-

and-true space marine battle

with invading demons on the

moons of Mars. It's a bloodfest

that's rated Mature for good

reasons—it's a real nightmare.

On the other hand, it's worth

losing some sleep over.

Destined for hall of fame sta-

tus, Mario Kart 64 is almost

too fun to describe. What
makes it so special is a com-
bination of great play con-

trol, a wide variety of very

different and interesting race

tracks, fun graphics and a

four-player mode. It's fast,

frantic, and even frustrating

at times, but Kart always

comes out shining in the

end. This is a definite must-

have for any gamer.

Kl Gold definitely ranks as the

best Kl and, quite possibly, the

best side-scrolling tournament

fighter ever. The background

graphics in 3-D add a feeling of

depth to the game without alter-

ing the fighting experience for

fans of the arcade and Super

NES KIs. Game play includes

dozens of combos, breakers and

special moves for thinking fight-

ing fans. Casual players may find

it overly complex, but in the

two-player mode, evenly

matched combatants of any skill

level will find it to be pure gold.

This may well be the best

Mortal Kombat game to date,

but it is not a huge leap over

Ultimate Mortal Kombat 3 in

the arcade. One of the prob-

lems with making N64 ver-

sions of games such as Mortal

Kombat is that the 2-D, digi-

tized graphics can't gel much better than they are already in

either the arcade or the N64 versions. As a result, you don't

see anything new. But Mortal

Kombat fans will find a huge

assortment of characters and

battle arenas, plus enough

codes to choke a python.

vomcn tQ



The most recent of the

arcade conversions from

Midway, NBA Hangtime pre-

serves the look and play of

the original but doesn't add

much except for new codes

and craziness. Hangtime

beats the competition with

good Al for the computer controlled players and great moves

for you. The PIN number for saving individual records and

stats is also a nice touch. If

you like arcade sports

games and don't expect

revolutionary game play or

graphics, then Hangtime is

the best bet on the market.

Pilotwings 64 must be the most

underrated of all the N64 games

so far. Why? Maybe because it

isn't a game so much as it is an

experience. This flight simula-

tion with goals and funky modes

may be the closest most of us

will ever get to soaring freely in

the sky. The smorgasbord of

flight modes include a gyro-

copter, hang glider, jet pack,

parachute, jumble hopper, can-

nonball and birdman. If you're

not interested in scoring points,

you can just soar and explore.

In this year of Star Wars

revivals, Shadows of the

Empire may be the only

new ticket in town.

Following in the footsteps

of the Star Wars series for

the Super NES, Shadows'

designers at Lucasarts

included a wide variety of

play on consecutive stages

that follow a story. You fly

snow speeders on Hoth,

ground speeders through

Mos Eisley, space ships

through asteroid fields

—

and that's just to warm you

up. Much of the action

takes place on the ground

where you control Dash Rendar

dangerous territory and blasts irr

splashy Star Wars adventure in wf

directly as he explores

iperial mugs. It's a big,

lich anyone can star.

Virtually everyone who
has played Super Mario

64 agrees that it is the best

video game ever made.

We won't argue. The vari-

ety of play in this action-

adventure is unmatched.

Nothing else even comes

close. Mario's mission is

to rescue Princess Peach and other Mushroom Kingdom

folk who have been trapped inside the paintings in the

Q mnmopomu



castle. This plot takes Mario

into exotic worlds where he

flies, swims, jumps, rescues

baby penguins and rides on

rainbows. Mario is truly

magical.

Lands combines some of the

best polygonal animation

ever. And yes, you get to hunt

dinosaurs (or bionosaurs), but

there's much more to this

game then gunning down rap-

tors. The eight worlds of Turok

are each vast regions, some

exterior and some interior, where players must explore, solve

puzzles, defend themselves, make daring leaps, swim through

infested waters and climb

cliffs and vines. The sheer size

of Turok is amazing, but the

challenge is also significant.

The Mature rating for this

game comes from copious

amounts of blood and the the-

atrical death throes of your

vanquished foes.

1

V Watercraft Racing

) 1 or 2 players simultaneously

Controller Pok (2 Data Pages)

@>) 4 modes of play

V See Power Vol. 90

Perhaps the single most impressive display of the technolo-

gy in the N64 comes from Wave Race 64. This game was

programmed by HAL, with lots of input from Mr. Miyamoto

and others at Nintendo

Company Ltd. The results

are stunning—waves that

crest and glint in the sun-

light, watercraft that bob and

roll just like the real thing,

and a range of water courses

taking you from the tropics

to the arctic. Races can take

several forms, too. You can

race against the computer,

against another person in the

Vs. Mode or against the

clock in Time Trials, and you

can try to score style points

in the Challenge Mode by

performing lots of stunts as

you race through a course. Before Wave Race 64, few

people would have believed that you could reproduce this

sort of experience in a video game. Now we know better.

Midway's first sports title

for the N64 proves to be a

showcase in several ways.

Gretzky 3-D Hockey shows

that multiple camera views

work well in a sports game.

It proves that Nintendo's

decision to include four

controller ports on the N64

was right on target. It also showed that Midway's Atari

Games development group has the means to create tech-

nically advanced games for

the N64. (We expect to see

several more titles from

these folks by the end of the

year.) Beyond that, Gretzky

proves that the whole point

of video games is to have

fun. With both arcade and

simulation modes, players

can get as real as they want. And, as a multiple player

game, Gretzky truly shines. As an added bonus, the

developers put in a ton of secret codes, including Big

Head and Continuous Fighting.

mimat @



WATCH

This month's Pak Watch
poses the following ques-

tions. Is Robotron ready

for the N64? Is Silicon

Valley a place or a

game? And, is Kabuki Jo

a war god or just a

clown? The answers to

these questions and more
are just ahead.

HE IIXISIDE SOURCE DIM FUTURE GAMES

W hen we first heard that Robotron 64 was going to be

developed for the Nintendo 64, we thought, wow,

how are they going to make it 3-D? As arcade fans of

the classic Robotron will tell you, the essential nature

of the game requires a big, open perspective so you can see

where to shoot and run from the robots. The unfinished version

— _
of Robotron 64 that

l

_. ^ V*-.
we received recent-

"

’'"•’Mp;* .

“*
-15

question. Robotron

for the 90s would
;

be played from

overhead in a three-

quarters perspec-

tive. From this van-

tage, the 3-D play-

ing field and char-

acters take on a more realistic, fuller appearance. Mike Rubinelli

of Midway told us that the special lighting effects and many

other graphical elements, such as reflection effects, have yet to

be included in the game. "Our central focus is to retain the

quickness of play that made the original game a hit," he told us.

It seems to be working. The game control, although incomplete

in the current version, made use of the con-

trol stitk to move your charac ter and the C

Buttons to fire your gun. there is even an

option to use two controllers in tandem so l/p

that the motion and gun controls both use lU
*“ ~

control slicks. Although Robotron may seem \

like a throwback to a simpler time with

simpler games, Midway is trying hard to

make this version a classic for the *{
.

* » _•

next millenium. i //
4 ‘ *
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T
he conversion of Midway's latest arcade fighter own Al if they' lose a

for the N64 brings together a group of angry gods round. As a two-player

who were created through coming in contact game, War Gods offers an

with alien sludge. The dastardly deities include alternative to MK action

Warhead, Kabuki Jo, Cy-5, Pagan, Maximus, Arubis, Tak, that will feel familiar to

.Vallah, Ahau Kin and Voodoo. Why they're so upset with each MK fans. . Next, month,

other isn't really.explored, but the.fighters use their godlike Power will dig a little

powers to wreak havoc with each other. As for the game, it deeper to see what these

looks and plays very much like a rotating Mortal Xombat with • gods'are really made of.

new characters, complete with fatalities. The rotating camera

angles add drama to the game in the same way that Kl Gold

gets a boost Out of fresh camera angles, but movement of the

tournament arena and polygonal characters often seem

chunky rather than smooth. Perhaps gods have more- impor-

tant things to think about than realistic animation. The use of

polygonal characters is particularly effective due to

Eurocom's excellent texture mapping, which gives each of the

gods almost as much detail as the digitized images in Mortal

Kombat Trilogy. The arcade game never really made a splash, •

but this N64 version features better control. Player's must be

quick on the attack, as their godly opponents crank up their PRESS START

PUBLISHER - Midway
DEVELOPER - Eurocom

MEMORY SIZE - 96 Megabits

FIGHTERS - 10 angry gods
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PUBLISHER - Me O'River

DEVELOPER - Paradigm

MEMORY SIZE - 64 Megabits

Qi NINTENDO POWER

O magine flying the hottest

|

military fighters in the

'world, then imagine that

your target isn't some third

world ruler, but huge, mutant

monsters that can swat your plane out

of the air with one swipe of a paw.

That's the idea behind McO'River's

Aerofighters Assault. Pak Watch recent-

ly received an early version of this shooter for flight-testing. Once

you strap yourself into the virtual cockpit of an F-14, or one of

four other jets, you'll launch into missions ranging from the arctic

to Tokyo. At your side will be three squadron members support-

ing your attack. Battles take place in large, 3-D spaces with real-

istic sky and detailed terrains. The planes look real, too, right

down to the contrails. Your radar screen shows enemy positions

so you can engage them in dogfights or lock on your missiles from

a distance. Even

though Paradigm

Entertainment is pro-

gramming the game,

the action feels more

like an arcade game

than a simulation.

Me O'River's parent

company. Video

Systems in Japan, has been

directing the progress of the

game and helping Paradigm

with some of the arcade ele-

ments. It looks like it's paying

off. Power will take a closer

look at this game next month.



Ilhough we haven't got our paws on the wheels of

Multi Racing Championship from Imagineer in

Japan, we have managed to scrape up some screen

shots. As with many Japanese games in mid develop-

lt, Imagineer's racer is not yet scheduled for release on

this side of the Pacific. In

JaPan'
ll,e Same will he

launched in June. It features

one- or two-player action,

realistic graphics with special^ effects such as fog and shad-

owing. We hope to have a

firsthand report next month from the Tokyo Game Show. Until

then, enjoy the scenery.

BOURSE-SELECT
mm, CASSANDRA

received at Pak

Watch has every-

thing but the bells and

whistles. Players can bowl

single games for practice or participate in

tournaments or leagues. The tournaments

are based on real Brunswick spon-

sored events and feature top pro

bowlers, so you are competing

Ik against the best in the sport. As for
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PC version, which is

currently in develop-

ment, but the N64

version should look

even sharper. As for a

release date, expect

to see Unreal materi-

alize sometime in

early 1998.

CASTLEVANIA
ON THE N64
In the biggest gaming announcement of the year so far,

Konami revealed exclusively to Nintendo Power that

the hit Castlevania series will come to the N64 in a

game tentatively entitled Dracula 64. Development of

the game will take place in |apan over the summer and

fall with a possible release date scheduled for the first

quarter of 1998. In addition to Drac 64, Konami also

announced that it has the official license for a game

based on the upcoming Nagano Winter Olympics.

Also scheduled for release in early 1998 is an

unnamed fighting game for the N64. What makes

these announcements all the more mouth-watering is

that Konami has one of the best N64 development

teams in the world as evidenced by |
League Perfect

Striker and Goemon 5 (both featured in this issue.) It

looks like '98 will be Konami's year on the N64.

S 1-1 POLE POSITION
Ubi Soft recently announced that it will bring Human Grand

Prix to North America under the title F-1 Pole Position.

test-drive of this game

at the end of last year ftfiap **

has geared us up for
y
fnai? rccG.~»

more. Graphically, F-1

looks crisp and fast

precision control you

need to stay in
iV

the running for the |r*‘gi7

checkered flag. |H|i? JI4B
ie latest developments for

lave news from Japan that

> well underway. The look

ieally since it now makes

le action is still a bomber's

ins the day. Hudson Soft is

America at this

j
From closer to home, » * v

Kemco sent along a
J ,

screen shot of the paint V - ggg
shop option in Top Gear

ajotn ITiT
1113*

Rally. As Pak Watch

reported previously. Rally will have an option in which you

can customize the colors and logos on your race car and

save those options on your Controller Pak. Release of Top

Gear Rally has been set for August and, according to

Kemco, the development team is right on schedule to meet

all deadlines.

At GT Interactive in New York, work is moving ahead on

an entire library of games including Hexen, which Power

will cover next month, and Ultra Combat, which is getting

a facelift and a new name. Another game on the drawing

boards is Unreal. The reality of this first-person action game

is that it takes place in a future world where players explore

spacecraft, ancient ruins, mines and castles while solving

EA Sports, renowned worldwide for its library of quality sports

titles, including John Madden football , NBA Live basketball,

NHL Hockey, PGA Tour golf and FIFA Soccer, has penned an

agreement with Nintendo to produce a collection of sports

titles for the N64. Although details have not yet been released

on which specific games will be seen on the N64, the first titles

should be released by the middle of 1988. Larry Probst, the

president of Electronic Arts, indicated that one reason for mak-

ing this five-year deal now was that the N64 had proven itself

to be a winner. Over two and a half million N64s were sold in

North America by March 31st, and the average game title sells

more than ten times more copies than the average PlayStation

title. When it comes to blockbusters, it seems that EA just want-

ed to be in the game.

jg) mawmm



Japan Syste

another b

shots fro

Twist, the unusual action

game starring a character

who uses his tongue rather

than a gun. Yes, the tongue

is mightier than the sword

in some

since the

have a

publisher

reveal

tongue action.

won't

that the game features unique

Konarni sent us screen

ment in Osaka for the

has been released already

and Goemon 5, which

in the Epic Center Ne

development. As for Po

the big-head theme

Japan is clearly evident. The

coming out of Konarni in the St

is that this game won't be transl

ed for the North American market.

Instead, it is more likely that a base-

ball game featuring more realistic

players will be made here for

the N64,

OSCAR,
MOVE OVER
Every industry likes to reward the people w

chosen field, and the video game industry is n

An organization called the Academy of Interactive

Sciences is beginning to recruit members and

program that will lead to annual awards for out

contributions in the area of interactive video games

computer programs. Representatives from the major

ers in the industry, from Nintendo to Microsoft, have b

working together to establish the AIAS charter and guide-

lines for the awards. Members of the academy, who must be

associated with the industry, will vote on the nominees in

various categories. It has been suggested that a televised

awards ceremony will be possible by 1998. Of course, the

big question on everyone's mind is what will the award stat-

ue look like? We humbly submit the idea of a handsome

statue depicting a saddled, green dinosaur with a long,

sticky tongue—the Yoshis!

BASEBALL

BIO FREAKS FALL '97

CLAY FIGHTER 63>/3 SUMMER ’97

DARK RIFT SUMMER ’97

DUKE NUKEM 64 FALL ’97

F I POLE POSITION SUMMER ’97

FREAKBOY FALL ’97

GOLDENEYE 007 SUMMER '97

HEXEN SUMMER ’97

ISS 64: INTERNATIONAL SUPERSTAR SOCCER SUMMER ’97

LAMBORGHINI 64 SUMMER ’97

MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE SUMMER ’97

MORTAL KOMBAT MYTHOLOGIES FALL ’97

R0B0TECH: CRYSTAL DREAM FALL ’97

R0B0TR0N 64 SUMMER ’97

OUAKE WINTER ’98

SAN FRANCISCO RUSH FALL ’97

SILICON VALLEY FALL ’97

SPACE CIRCUS FALL ’97

STAR FOX 64 SUMMER ’97

TOP GEAR RALLY SUMMER ’97

WAR GODS SPRING ’97

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTLING FALL ’97

UNREAL WINTER ’98

YOSHI’S ISLAND 64 FALL ’97

ZELDA64 FALL ’97

BRUNSWICK’S
WORLD TOURNAMENT OF CHAMPIONS SUMMER ’97

TIMON & PUMBAA SUMMER ’97

HERCULES SUMMER ’97

KEN GRIFFEY JR. PRESENTS MLB SUMMER ’97
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Midway unleashes the

arcade wrath of War
Gods on the N64! Get in

the ring for a' 10-page

blow-by-blow lowdown
to beat the deities and

fight like a god, mortal!

N64
Previews
.We're serving up the inside

scoop on two new action games
for the N64! Buckle up for a test

flight of Aejpfighters Assault and
get on board for a V.I.P. tour of

Silicon Valley. Catch the exclu-

sive pics and info next month!

Coming Nexl Issue
Volume 97, June 1997

• The clay hits the fan with our
Clay Fighter 63 'I, strategies

that are guaranteed to knead.
From 2000 hit combos to snot
shooting, we’re revealing all

the goopy gladiator moves
you need to sla£ the clay.

Hixeu
Go medieval with our spell-

binding tips on beating

Hexen! We're mapping out
the dungeons and dishing out
the tactics you'll need for

defeating the dragons and
maximizing your magic.
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Our goal is to try and preserve classic videogame magazines

from years gone by before they are lost forever.

Thanks goes out to all the people who make this possible.

From the original editors and writers,

to everyone involved in acquiring and digitizing these magazines.

People interested in helping us out, in whatever way possible.

Either by donating classic magazines, scanning, editing or distributing them,

visit us at http://www.retromags.com

We are only interested in preserving classic magazines

that are at least 5 yeans out ofprint.

We have no desire or intention to profit from these in any way.

So please, ifyou come across people trying to sell these releases, don't support them!

Thank You and ENJOY!


